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 ABSTRACT 
WAVCIS (Wave-Current-Surge Information System for Coastal Louisiana) was 
designed to measure meteorological and hydrodynamic phenomena along the Louisiana coast. 
The information measured includes waves, currents, water depth, surge, turbidity, salinity and 
meteorological conditions. WAVCIS collects data and transfers it back to the data processing 
laboratory at LSU through wireless communication. The data undergo post-processing and 
archiving. Users can access the real-time or archived information through the World Wide 
Web.  
This dissertation utilized the information provided by WAVCIS stations and NDBC 
buoys during Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm to examine temporal and spatial variations of 
storm induced meteorological and oceanographic dynamics.   The results show that waves 
during Hurricane Lili ranged from 1.8 meters in Terrebonne Bay, 6.2 meters offshore at a depth 
of 20 meters and 12 meters in Central Gulf of Mexico.  The track of Hurricane Lili passed over 
CSI 3 where the peak in significant wave height reached 2.7 meters.  The maximum current 
speeds near sea surface and near bottom generated by Hurricane Lili were 1.8 m/s and 1.1 m/s 
respectively. During the peak of the storm the water column was dominated by a northwest 
current. Currents were initially impacted by the storms when they encountered the continental 
shelf.  Within approximately twice the radius of maximum wind (Rw) during Hurricane Lili, 
the current measured by an ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler) exhibited an almost 
perfect logarithmic profile extending to near the sea surface from the bottom. The range of the 
estimated shear velocity during the passage of Hurricane Lili was 5-12.5 cm/s.  Storm wave 
energy dumping occurred along the muddy shelf in western Louisiana. Waves generated by 
Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore showed considerable difference in both time and 
 xii 
space domains. Wave spectra for Tropical Storm Isidore showed distinct peaks for both swell 
and wind-driven waves. The wave spectra for Hurricane Lili demonstrated complicated 
multiple peaks throughout the entire frequency domain.  Swells with longer periods tended to 
survive longer in the space domain and shorter in the time domain.   Hurricane Lili generated 
1.4 meters of storm surge at CSI 3. The surges appeared lower than modeled estimates.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Problems Along Coastal Louisiana  
Louisiana has the highest coastal land loss rate in the U.S. The rate of coastal land loss 
over the past three decades has ranged between 90-104  km2 a year (USGS 2000).  Barrier islands 
have experienced a tremendous amount of erosion, deterioration, and fragmentation over the past 
several decades (McBride et al., 1991). The loss of coastline results from the interaction of 
physical, chemical and biological processes that operate in the natural environment and human 
utilization of this and adjacent environments (Walker et al., 1997). Some of the most deadly 
tropical storms and hurricanes to ever hit the United States have struck the shores of Louisiana 
(Stone et al., 1997), and account for perhaps as much as 90% of shoreline retreat (Kahn, 1980). 
There is an urgent need to improve our ability to predict critical coastal phenomena on both short 
and long time scales.   
The winds, waves, and water levels at the coast associated with these storms have resulted 
in  loss of life and large property damage. The large waves produced by hurricanes in the Gulf are 
a threat to the coastline. Hurricanes strike the Louisiana coast approximately once every three 
years (Neumann et al., 1993). The earliest recorded hurricane impacting the Louisiana coast dates 
back to September 1722 when a system impacted New Orleans. Since that time, some thirty five 
hurricanes have had significant impacts along the Louisiana coast. A recent study shows that along 
with Key West, Florida, south-central Louisiana ranked the highest over a one hundred year period 
(1900-2000) in frequency of strikes of major storms (category 3 and above) for an area extending 
from Texas to North Carolina (Muller and Stone, 2001).    Little is known about the 
hydrodynamics caused by hurricanes because of the difficulty of obtaining field measurements 
during these high energy events.   
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With the understanding that field ocean research is very costly, alternative ways include 
limited field observation, remote sensing and numerical modeling.  According to USACE (1984), 
the best method for acquiring wave conditions in a hurricane is to use a numerical model. These 
numerical models have advanced to the degree where with accurate and well-distributed input 
data, models can reproduce the physical dynamics of the ocean and coastal environments. Reliable 
data will increase the confidence that practical operational systems can support ocean simulation 
models that will simulate processes sufficiently and accurately. The field-measured data for model 
input and calibration off the Louisiana coast is very limited and have not been available during 
hurricanes. Therefore, the output quality from numerical models is limited. 
A routinely long-term, real-time observation system for measuring sea state, 
meteorological, chemical and bio logical information is needed to better understand the ocean 
dynamics off Louisiana. It would permit scientific solutions to key problems associated with 
wave, currents, sediment transport, coastal erosion etc. This is especially important for the 
government in making critical decisions during catastrophic events, for example, hurricane 
landfall along the Louisiana coast. Real time information can provide pre- landfall guidance for 
emergency preparedness along coastal Louisiana.  
Figure 1 shows the federally funded ocean observing stations operated by National Buoy 
Data Center (NDBC) in the northern Gulf of Mexico as of 1999. It clearly indicates that the 
Louisiana continental shelf lacked stations in this network. Information about  sea state was 
available only from limited individual research projects (Wright et al., 1997; Adams et al., 1984) 
or numerical modeling results (Hubertz et al., 1989).  The NDBC buoys provide very useful 
information but the closest one, located 480 kilometers south of the central Louisiana coast, 
cannot provide accurate information for the shallow coastal area. Those CMAN (Coast-Marine 
Automated Network) stations along the shoreline only measure meteorological information and 
water level. Hydrodynamic information is not available from these stations.  
 3 
  
 
Figure 1. Distribution of NDBC buoys and CMAN stations along the northern Gulf of Mexico as of 1999. 
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1.2. Objectives  
The availability of accurate information from the ocean is important for scientific 
research, coastal management, coastal protection, and engineering design. Especially during 
a hurricane, the real time ‘live’ information is not only important for decision makers, but it 
is valuable to scientific research. Because of the limited offshore hydrodynamic information 
available in the past for offshore Louisiana, it was crucial that a system be built to provide 
year-round ocean hydrodynamic information for scientific research and coastal 
management.    
WAVCIS is a system which attempts to overcome the shortage of field 
meteorological and oceanic information along the Louisiana coast. It is a scientifically 
designed system which is used to automatically collect waves, currents, water level, surge, 
salinity, turbidity, water temperature and meteorological conditions, and provide this 
information through the World Wide Web in real time. One of the goals of this project was 
to implement WAVCIS, and make this system fully automated in collecting, processing and 
presenting real-time information to the end users. This dissertation will present the basic 
framework of WAVCIS program and various data analyses and presentation methods used 
in this system conducted over the past several years.  
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a useful tool that allows for the processing 
of spatial data into information, generally information tied explicitly to, and used to make 
decisions about, some portion of the earth (DeMers, 1997). GIS has primarily been used for 
terrestrial-based applications. Finding supporting standards, data and applications becomes 
problematic when working offshore. The data in the ocean is more sparse than terrestrial-
based information. This is because collection is more difficult. Marine GIS has certainly 
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“arrived” as a well-established application domain. The initial impetus for developing a 
marine specialty in GIS was the need to automate the production of nautical charts and to 
more efficiently manage the prodigious amounts of data that are now capable of being 
collected at sea (Wright, 2000). WAVCIS will utilize the GIS solution over the web to 
create a data-rich environment for end users. The use of GIS would permit integrated 
handling of WAVCIS measured data with other data sources for the purposes of offshore 
monitoring and research applications.  
The author expects that this prototype system can be used as a general demonstration 
for GIS applications to coastal observation systems and to identify areas where further 
research should be directed. The project is also designed to provide important scientific 
information to the coastal research community around the country by establishing a model 
for numerical model skill assessment among other uses. The long-term scope of our data and 
information management system extends beyond classical oceanographic data and will 
demand sophisticated information products, which meet the needs of coastal zone 
management.  
The other goal of this project is to present the information collected during Tropical 
Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili from late September to early October 2002 to partially 
demonstrate the uniqueness of the program. The author will also use these data to investigate 
the meteorological and hydrodynamic impacts on the inner shelf of Louisiana. This 
dissertation focuses on the temporal and spatial variation of waves, currents, surges, and 
boundary layer parameters resulting from Isidore and Lili.  
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1.3. Overview of Existing Observation Systems 
Measurement techniques affect planning a measurement program. Depending on the 
different purposes, two general groups can be set forth: the first one requires information on 
typical ocean hydrodynamic conditions that are representative of a monthly, seasonal, or 
annual time-scale. This application includes selection of vessels, and planning of time 
periods of offshore operations. Most ocean observation projects around coastal Louisiana 
can be categorized in this group. The second group requires information  that is 
representative of the most severe hydrodynamic conditions that occur over time periods of 
many years. These applications primarily deal with the design of coastal and offshore 
structures (Earle et al., 1990). This type of observing system usually requires deployment of 
the instrument at a fixed location and expects to collect a long term time series. The 
following discussion will briefly overview the second type of observation system.  
Along the coast of the United States, over one hundred observation stations have 
been established during the past few decades.  The largest national network is operated by 
NOAA’s (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) NDBC. The network has 
approximately 70 buoys and 60 CMAN stations. These moored buoys and 
onshore/nearshore platforms (CMAN stations) are used for oceanographic and 
meteorological observations.  NDBC develops, operates, and maintains this network of buoy 
and CMAN stations. There are two CMAN stations along the Louisiana coast. One is 
BURL1 which is located in Southwest Pass at the mouth of the Mississippi River. The other, 
GDIL1, is located on the east end of Grand Isle (Figure 1). Both stations measure basic 
meteorological information including wind, atmospheric pressure, tide, temperature for both 
air and water, and visibility. There are no buoys within the inner continental shelf of 
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Louisiana. The recently built NDBC 42041 is located 205 km south of Timbalier Island in a 
water depth of 1500 meters. The other buoy, NDBC 42001, is located 330 km  south of the 
Southwest Pass at a water depth of approximately 3000 meters.  
Another national observation network is NWLON (National Water Level 
Observation Network). This program is a network of tide gauge and water level stations 
managed by NOAA’s National Ocean Service (NOS), Center for Operational 
Oceanographic Products and Services (CO-OPS).  Other national networks include PORTS 
(Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System) with 18 stations, NERR (National Estuarine 
Research Reserve) with 22 stations, operated and maintained by NOAA’s NOS for very 
specific regions and purposes around the nation. The Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory at 
USACOE (United States Army Corps of Engineers) maintains a network for collecting, 
processing, analyzing, and reporting the wave data at approximately 29 stations around the 
US coast. None of these programs have sensors along the Louisiana coast. 
Some other systems around the US coast have been developed in recent years: e.g. 
West Florida Coastal Ocean Monitoring and Prediction System (COMPS) in Florida, the 
Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP 2002) operated by the Ocean Engineering 
Research Group (OERG) of the Center for Coastal Studies (CCS) at Scripps Institut ion of 
Oceanography (SIO),  and the New Jersey Coastal Monitoring Network (NJ CMN) (Glenn 
et al., 2002).  
In the northern Gulf coast area, the Northern Gulf of Mexico Littoral Initiative 
(NGLI) multi-agency program was established through a partnership between the 
Commander, Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command and the Environmental 
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Protection Agency's Gulf of Mexico Program Office. It primarily uses model forecasts and 
limited observational data for military training and coastal resource management. 
Along the Texas coast, TABS (Texas Automated Buoy System) has been developed 
as a real time current observation system (Guinasso et al., 2001) by Texas A&M University. 
The Texas Coastal Ocean Observation Network (TCOON) has being developed and run by 
the Conrad Blucher Institute for Surveying and Science at Texas A&M-Corpus Christi for 
observing water level and temperature. 
Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium (LUMCON) Environmental Monitoring 
operated by LUMCON, consists of three stations. One is at the LUMCON Marine Center in 
Cocodrie, southwest of New Orleans, another is in Terrebonne Bay, and the third is in Lake 
Pontchartrain. At present, there is no wave and current information available from these 
stations.  
It is important to recognize that these U.S. observing systems and monitoring 
programs serve the needs of many, both academic and applied. It is equally important that 
these observing elements are not evenly distributed along the coast, nor are they integrated 
to constitute a complete system. They are not as cost effective nor as useful as they could be 
(Nowlin et al., 1999). More attention has been paid in recent years to the idea that  Louisiana 
needs an observing system which can be integrated with other systems. Some national 
partnership programs have been proposed, e.g. SCOOP (SURA Coastal Ocean Observing 
Program) by SURA (Southern Universities Research Association), COTS (Coastal 
Observation Technology System) by NOAA, and GOOS (Global Ocean Observing System). 
The WAVCIS program is actively involved in these groups and plays an important role. The 
importance of GIS coupled with observation systems has now been noted (Bobbitt et al., 
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1997). Recently, with the development of wireless communication and computer processing 
speed, real-time data transfer from offshore has become an important factor in ocean 
observing (Ocean.US, 2002).  
1.4. Overview of Oceanic Hydrodynamics Research for Coastal Louisiana 
The inner continental shelf off coastal Louisiana is rapidly accumulating fine 
sediments discharged from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers (Coleman, 1981). During 
the past several decades, numerous research scientists have conducted hydrodynamic 
research for this area. The most comprehensive investigation of currents in inner continental 
shelf off Louisiana was the project Mississippi River Plume Hydrographic study (LATEX 
B) which was part of a larger Louisiana-Texas physical oceanography program conducted 
from 1992-1994 by the Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana State University (Murray, 1998). 
Five cruises were conducted to explore the offshore currents associated with the coastal 
plume.    
Ocean hydrodynamics due to hurricanes has been widely appreciated in research 
around the world (Keen et al., 1999; Stone et al., 1993 ). Measured data is the most logical 
source for research, but most measuring devices are damaged or destroyed by the storms. 
This makes field data scarce. Most research has concentrated on the dynamics above the 
water (Gray,1984 ; Landsea, 1993).  Therefore, very little is known about the structure and 
the hydrodynamics throughout the water column during the storm.  
Historically, much of  the wave information required for coastal research, 
development, management, and construction have been derived from numerical models.  
WIS (Wave Information Study)  was one of these models widely used in the U.S. It is part 
of the Coastal Field Data Collection Program which is managed by the Coastal and 
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Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) at Army Engineer Waterway Experiment Stations (WES) to 
provide wave hindcasts.   There are 18 virtual stations along the Louisiana coast for the 
1976-1995 period hindcasts.  There is a large amount of research conducted on fundamental 
physical processes off the Louisiana coast that is based on the hindcast information from 
WIS (Stone et al., 1995; 2000). The importance of obtaining in situ data is clearly 
recognized. 
Tropical cyclones and extra tropical cyclones follow less-predictable paths. This has 
made it difficult to study the oceanographic response on the continental shelf and coastal 
area. Generally speaking, the probability of a storm passing directly over the instrument is 
small. Earliest measured water level and temperature resulting from hurricane measurements 
were published in 1958 (Harris, 1958). Hazelworth (1968) has discussed the temperature 
response of the coastal ocean to a number of hurricanes. It is, however, more difficult to 
obtain current measurements and the number of published data sets is small (Keen et al., 
1999;  Forristall et al.,  1977). Waves, surge and current s are mainly predicted using 
numerical modeling (Stone et al., 2003).  
 Research on hurricane induced currents and sea surface directional spectra, using 
real measurements, are rarely reported. Most publications are related to modeling studies 
(Keen et al., 1998; 1999). An alternative way to investigate sea surface wave spectra during 
a hurricane was conducted by NASA using the airborne scanning radar altimeter (SRA) to 
estimate the sea surface directional wave spectrum of a hurricane (Wright et al., 2001). 
Boundary layer studies off coastal Louisiana have been performed by a few 
scientists. Wright et al. (1997) conducted a bottom boundary layer measurement in fair-
weather conditions. They concluded that during fair-weather, the shear velocity ranged from 
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0.1 to 1.0 cm/s with an average bottom roughness of 0.26 cm on the Louisiana inner 
continental shelf.  Based on this study, the near-bed flows were very weak and bed stresses 
were typically too low to re-suspend bed sediment. The low bottom currents  may be 
attributed to accumulation of fluvial sediment.  For storms, the hydrodynamics are totally 
different. Forristall et al. (1976) used current information collected during tropical storm 
Delia in the northern Gulf of Mexico, off the Texas and Louisiana coast, at depth of 20 m. 
Their results showed the shear velocity ranged from 1-13 cm/s and the bottom roughness 
reached 15 cm during the storm passage. Numerical modeling approaches for boundary 
layer were widely used to overcome the shortage of field measured data during the storms. 
Keen et al. (1999) conducted research on Hurricane Andrew  by numerical modeling on the 
Louisiana continental shelf. The model results showed that bottom current grater than 0.5 
m/s were widespread and the peak shear velocity reached 25 cm/s.  
A study by Stone and Pepper (2000) found that during winter cold front passages, the 
shear velocity can reach over 10 cm/s. Recent rapid development of optical sensors 
combined with the recent revolution in computer processing power has made it possible to 
gather and handle massive amounts of field data for boundary layer research. Not 
surprisingly, the newly deployed turbidity sensors which can measure sediment 
concentration at one WAVCIS station will aid in studying a more detailed relationship 
between sediment transport and hydrodynamics over the long term.    
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CHAPTER 2. WAVCIS OVERVIEW 
2.1. WAVCIS and Its Design 
WAVCIS is a scientifically designed, permanent, regional online ocean observing 
system along the Louisiana coast. This system automatically measures offshore sea state and  
processes the oceanographic and meteorological information. The information is made 
available on the World Wide Web. The system is optimized by researchers at Coastal 
Studies Institute at Louisiana State University where personnel have expertise in 
oceanographic and meteorological processes as well as the information technology. 
Implementation of GIS in WAVCIS  is one of the critical features of this program.  
The program began in 1998 through seed funding provided by the Louisiana Board 
of Regents (Stone, 2001)  and was initially tested at Mississippi Sound by a funding from 
National Park Service. WAVCIS has played a significant role in coastal planning and for the 
research community since its deployment.  
WAVCIS utilizes the latest technology from satellite communications, state-of-the-
art instrumentation, advanced data process theory, and GIS technology. This program has 
been developed not only as a cost-effective tool to observe the ocean routinely, but it also 
employs effective methods to extract information from the data that are collected and 
integrated from multiple sources.  Data and data products can be distributed to all users 
through the Internet on a real time basis. It is an automated system which does not require 
man-power to operate. This is especially critical during catastrophic events offshore. 
Figure 2 shows the conceptual framework of WAVCIS. The meteorological and 
oceanographic data gathered offshore are being transmitted by wireless communication to a 
base station in the WAVCIS data processing laboratory at Louisiana State University.  
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Figure 2. Instrumented platform concept used in the WAVCIS program. 
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Instruments are either mounted on the platform or sit on the seafloor measuring data around 
the clock. Two categories of data are measured. One is meteorological information, the other 
one is hydrodynamic information. Table 1 summaries the parameters WAVCIS can provide 
real-time online from either directly measured by the instruments or derived from the 
measured parameters. 
 
Table 1. List of parameters measured by WAVCIS. 
Category Parameters 
Meteorological Wind speed, wind gust, wind direction, visibility, humidity, 
air temperature, air pressure 
Oceanographic Significant wave height, maximum wave height, mean wave 
period, dominant wave period, wave direction, directional 
and non-directional wave spectrum, current speed, current 
velocity, current profile, sea surface temperature, water level, 
turbidity, salinity. 
 
 
 
2.2. Location of WAVCIS Stations 
Thirteen stations have been proposed to be deployed along the Louisiana and 
Mississippi coast (Stone, 2000). Several thousands of oil/gas platforms exist along the 
Louisiana continental shelf. WAVCIS fully takes advantage of the platforms distributed in 
this area. The offshore stations are hosted on these oil/gas platforms.  One operational 
station, CSI 5, was hosted on a platform as shown in Figure 3. The strong structure and high 
elevation can ensure normal operation during severe storms offshore.   
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Figure 3. CSI 5 offshore platform south of Terrebonne Bay. 
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Four major north-south arrays cover the entire area on the shallow inner continental 
shelf (Figure 4). The west proposed array in south of Cameron, consists of two stations, CSI 
1 and CSI 2, located at water depths of approximately 10 and 20 meters respectively. These 
stations will be designed to measure sea states for the area with less suspended sediment 
discharged from the Atchafalaya and Mississippi rivers. Two stations in the second array 
will be located south of Vermilion Bay which is characterized by a wide shallow muddy 
seabed.  These two stations are CSI 3 and CSI 4. The third array, which is the primary array 
in the WAVCIS program, is located south of Terrebonne Bay. It consists of 6 stations. The 
stations in this array extend from the interior marsh coast, CSI 12, to the shallow bay area, 
CSI 11, and extend from a shallow offshore area to near the continental slope, CSI 5, CSI 6, 
CSI 7 and CSI 8.  This north northwest to south southeast array was designed after 
considering the orientation of historical hurricane tracks. In conjunction with the NDBC 
buoys 42001 and 42041 in deep water, this array can measure storm wave evolution from 
deep water to the coast.  There are two stations, CSI 9 and CSI 10, in the forth array which 
are located in depth between 10 and 50 meters south of Grand Isle.  One operational station 
is located in Mississippi Sound for measuring hydrodynamic and meteorological phenomena 
east of the Mississippi river.  
As of May 2003, five WAVCIS stations were operational. They are CSI 3, CSI 5, 
CSI 6, CSI 11, and CSI 13.  Table 2 lists the geographical locations and water depth for 
these 5 operational stations. CSI 11 and CSI 13, are located in Terrebonne Bay, Louisiana 
and Mississippi Sound, Mississippi respectively. CSI 3, CSI 5, CSI 6 are located offshore.  
CSI 3, 18 km south of Marsh Island, and CSI 5, 2.5 km south of Timbalier Island, are 
located in water depths of approximately 5 meters and 7 meters respectively. CSI 6 is 
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Figure 4. Location of WAVCIS stations and NDBC buoys and CMAN stations. 
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 located 20 km south of Timbalier Island at a depth of approximately 20 meters. In 
conjunction with NDBC buoy 42041 and NDBC buoy 42001, the array constituted by CSI 
11, CSI 5, CSI 6 has been functioning. This is very important, because it can provide a 
metocean data profile from the middle of the Gulf of Mexico in deep water, across the inner 
shelf  to the interior bay. As discussed later, this array is essential in providing the critical 
surge and wave information during major storms in the Gulf.  
Table 2.  Location of WAVCIS stations. 
Station 
Name 
Latitude Longitude Average 
Depth (m) 
Location 
CSI 3 -92°3.68’ 29°6.47’ 4.9 18 km south of Marsh island, LA 
CSI 5 -90°32’ 29°3.2’ 6.7 2.5 km south of Timbalier Island, LA 
CSI 6 -90°29’ 28°52’ 20.3 20 km south of Timbalier Island, LA 
CSI 11 -90°35’ 29°10’ 3.4 Terrebonne Bay, LS 
CSI 13 -89°01’ 30°16’ 6.5 Mississippi Sound, MS 
 
 
2.3. Products of WAVCIS 
WAVCIS provides meteorological and hydrodynamic information on a near-real 
time basis. All the data are archived in an online database. Both historical and real time 
information can be accessed through the World Wide Web or upon special request. The time 
period of data availability for each station is listed in Table 3.   Among these stations, CSI 
13 has been operating for 5 years.   
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Table 3. Operational period for individual WAVCIS station. 
Station ID Start Date End Date 
CSI 3 10/2000 Present 
CSI 5 08/2000 Present 
CSI 6 05/2002 Present 
CSI 11 10/1999 Present 
CSI 12 06/1999 09/2002 
CSI 13 06/1998 Present 
 
 
The information can be accessed through the address: http://www.wavcis.lsu.edu. 
The web interface provides the information either in tabular format or graphic format.  Users 
can utilize any computer with an internet connection in the world to access this page. The 
main interface of the WAVCIS webpage consists of a map showing the location of 
WAVCIS stations and NDBC buoys and other related links (Figure 5). These links include 
present updates, program description, publications, sponsors and collaborators related to the 
program. They also include links to useful web pages, e.g. National Data Buoy Center.   
By selecting any WAVCIS station, the user will be asked for an agreement for using 
the WAVCIS data. By accepting this agreement, the users will be redirected to a real-time 
data page for the station they selected. On this page, the latest downloaded and processed 
information measured from the station is displayed. The time of measurement and next 
download are shown. Figure 6 is an example of the real time data measured at 13:00, on 
March 4th, 2003.  It shows wave height, wave period, wave direction, current speed and 
current direction, water depth, sustained wind speed, wind direction, air temperature, 
barometric pressure, humidity and visibility. In case the sensor was under maintenance or 
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Figure 5. Main web page of WAVCIS shows the location of stations and related links. 
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Figure 6. Latest information panel from selected station CSI 3. 
malfunctioning, the value is displayed as N/A automatically. The user can choose either 
metric or English unit for these values. All values are retrieved from the WAVCIS database 
upon the user’s request. 
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On the top panel of this page, four options are available; WAVCIS home, Data 
Inventory, Archive Data and Station Information. By selecting one of these, the user will be 
redirected to the corresponding information page. WAVCIS Home will redirect users to the 
main home page. Data Inventory will show the user the data availability for the station. 
Figure 7 shows a sample of data inventory information for CSI 6. It shows the start time at  
 
Figure 7.  Inventory information from station CSI 6. 
 
0:00 UTC, May 1st, 2002 and end time at 12:00, on March 2nd, 2003 for each parameter. The 
end time usually is referred to as the latest time the data were downloaded. In this example, 
the users queried this information after 12:00 UTC on March 2nd, 2003.   By selecting the 
option of Archive Raw Data, after passing the authentication check, the user is directed to an 
interactive data retrieving page. On this page, a form with the options of start time, end time, 
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and criteria the users want to use for retrieving the data is  provided. After providing all the 
information, the data satisfied the criteria provided by users are displayed in a tabular 
format. Figure 8 shows the form and its retrieved text format information from station CSI 6. 
 
 
Figure 8.  Archived information from  station CSI 6. 
 
Because of more sensors being deployed at CSI 3, more information is available on 
the web page for CSI 3. It not only includes the information measured by an ADCP 
(Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler), but it also includes humidity, visibility, turbidity and 
salinity.  On the station page in Figure 6, the options on the left side panel also provide more 
detailed information about some of the measured parameters. The wave spectral information 
for the latest download can be viewed graphically by clicking the link of the latest wave 
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spectrum graph (Figure 9). Previous spectrum information can be accessed by selecting the 
Previous Hour button under the spectrum diagram.  
ADCP current profile information can be retrieved and visualized by selecting the 
ADCP Current Profile, ADCP Directional Spectrum or ADCP Spectral Evolution items on 
the left panel of the CSI 3 web page. Figure 10 displays the wave and current information 
measured by the ADCP at 20:00 UTC on March 4, 2003. The panel on this page indicates  
 
 
Figure 9.  Wave spectrum for latest measurement at CSI 6. 
 
the wave heights, period and direction measured by the ADCP. The bottom panel shows the 
current speed and direction at different water depths. The red arrows represent the current 
direction at each layer. The blue curve represents the value of current speed.  Figure 11 
displays the directional spectrum information. For this example, at 9:00 UTC on September 
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25, 2002. It shows that the swells from the south. Wind-driven waves were propagating from 
the northeast.  Figure 12 shows the spectrum evolution for a 48 hour period. This diagram 
was selected on March 4, 2003. It indicates during the 48 hour period, there were three 
periods of wind wave activity. No significant swell activity is shown in the figure.   
Users can choose different presentation formats and time series for each parameter. 
The types of  time series graphics drawn by the post processing program are stored in the 
web server.  They are the graphics for the past one month and 24-hour period. They can be 
viewed by selecting either Past One Month or Past 24 Hours. By clicking one of these two 
options, a list of parameters on the left panel will be shown along with station photos on the 
right panel. By selecting one of these parameters, a time series graph of the selected 
parameter will be shown. Samples of graphics are provided in the following section. 
Figure 13 shows the past one month of significant wave height in meter from CSI 6 
with sampling frequency of every one hour. Figure 14 shows the past one month dominant 
wave direction. On this figure, each stick represents one hour and the direction represents 
wave propagation to that direction.  Figures 15 and 16 show the one month time series of 
peak wave period and mean wave period at CSI 6.  Figure 17 to Figure 36 show the one 
month time series for the remaining parameters provided by WAVCIS program. It should be 
noted that in Figure 19, the time series of water level was superimposed with a 25 hours 
smoothed line. This line intends to remove the tide signal. It represents the daily water level 
fluctuation.  During this selected period, although the tide signal fluctuated hourly, the 
smoothed red line shows the stable water level.    
Besides those static graphics drawn by the post processing program, the web page 
also provides customized graphic diagrams. The users can input start time, end time and a 
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parameter for a selected station. After sending the request to the WAVCIS server through 
the web page, the diagram is drawn on the fly and sent back to the users immediately. Up to 
three stations’ information can be superimposed on one ano ther in the same diagram. Figure 
27 is an example which shows the overlaid significant wave heights from CSI13, CSI03 and 
CSI05 during the period of  0:00 UTC, January 15 to 23:00 UTC, February 1, 2003. 
 
 
Figure 10. Wave and current profile information measured by ADCP at CSI 3. 
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Figure 11.  Real time displayed directional wave spectrum measured by ADCP at CSI 3. 
 
 
Figure 12. Wave spectrum evolution in time domain measured by ADCP at CSI 3. 
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Figure 13. Time series of significant wave height from station CSI 6 in past one month. 
 
 
Figure 14. Time series of wave direction from station CSI 6 for past one month.  
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Figure 15. Time series of  peak wave period from station CSI 6 for past one month. 
 
 
Figure 16. Time series of average wave period from station CSI 6 for past one month. 
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Figure 17. Time series of current speed from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
 
 
Figure 18. Time series of current direction from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
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Figure 19. Time series of water level from station CSI 5 for past one month.  
 
 
Figure 20. Time series of sea surface temperature from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
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Figure 21. Time series of air temperature from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
 
 
Figure 22. Time series of wind speed from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
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Figure 23. Time series of wind direction from station CSI 5 for past one month.  
 
 
Figure 24. Time series of wind gust from station CSI 5 for past one month. 
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Figure 25. Time series of visibility from CSI 3 for past one month. 
 
 
Figure 26. Time series of humidity from CSI 3 for past one month. 
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Figure 27.  Customized retrieved information with comparison from station CSI 13, CSI 3, 
CSI 5. 
 
Simple GIS functions can be performed on the web page by deploying ArcIMS 
(ESRI, 2002) on the WAVCIS web server. Figure 28 displays the GIS enabled WAVCIS 
web page. From this interface, by selecting one station or multiple stations, all information is 
displayed beneath the map. The user also can perform the basic GIS functions which include 
zoom, pan, search, overlay, buffer, query, etc. The integration of WAVCIS data with other 
data sources can be accomplished by using this technology. Figure 29 shows the WAVCIS 
station overlaid with satellite imagery. This satellite imagery displays sea surface 
temperature and can also show ocean surface circulation. By examining the real time data 
from WAVCIS stations, the information provided from satellite imagery can be quantified 
and corroborated.   
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Figure 28.  WAVCIS web page with GIS function by using ArcIMS. 
 
Figure 29. WAVCIS stations integrated with satellite imagery from Earth Scan Laboratory. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODS 
3.1. Field Instruments 
WAVCIS stations automatically collect field data using state-of-the-art sensors.  The 
sensor package used offshore includes the instruments above water, to measure the 
meteorological information, and instruments under water, to measure the oceanographic 
information.   
The meteorological package at each station includes an R.M. Young model  wind 
monitor; a Rotronic Temperature probe and a Vaisala PTB101B  barometric pressure sensor. 
A Belfort Instruments model 6100 visibility sensor and a Rotronic NP101A humidity probe 
have also been deployed at station CSI 3. The on-site data are stored in a Campbell CR23X 
Data-Logger. The CR23X also functions as the central control of the remote station.   
The hydrodynamic sensors are used to measure waves, current, water depth, sea 
temperature, turbidity and salinity. Two types of wave instruments are used. One is a 
digiquartz pressure transducer manufactured by Paroscientific Inc., and the other one is 
Acoustic Doppler Current Profile (ADCP) produced by RD Instrument Inc. Other sensors 
include Marsh-McBirney Electromagnetic Current Meters (ECM), and an electronic 
thermometer for each station. In addition, a vertical array of three Analite model 195 OBS 
(Optical Backscatterance) Turbidity Probes coupled with Seacat CTD Probes and SBE 4 
Conductivity Sensors are used to measure the suspended sediments, temperature and salinity 
in a vertical water column. 
For the stations without a 120V power supply, e.g. CSI 5, CSI 11 and CSI 13, the 
communication module is powered by a deep cycle marine, lead/acid battery of 80 ampere-
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hour capacity. The battery is charged by an array of three 20-watt solar panels. The 
measurement module is powered by two 6 ampere/hour sealed lead acid batteries charged by 
one 20-watt solar panel. Both batteries provide power needed for the operation of the 
sensors, and the storage and transmission of data. CSI 3 and CSI 6 are deployed at platforms 
with 120V power supply plug- in. The equipment at these two stations are powered through 
the transformer.   
3.2.  Dedicated Computer Hardware  
As of Spring 2003, two Compaq rack systems hosted four COMPAQ ML 370 
servers combined with two dedicated workstations served as the hardware center in the 
WAVCIS data processing laboratory (Figure 30). Three Compaq ML 370 servers running 
Microsoft 2000 servers have dual Pentium Xeon 2.8 GHZ processors with 2 GB memory. 
They are used  for an SQL database server,  an Internet Information Service web server and  
a backup server respectively. One Compaq ML 370 which is running Windows NT server is 
A Pentium 3 with 500 MHZ based processor with 512 MB of memory.  This server is used 
as the WAVCIS primary domain controller for managing the computers in the laboratory.  
A Microway computer with two Alpha processors running Linux operating systems 
is used for numerical wave modeling. This computer communicates with the WAVCIS 
database and downloads the real-time measured information for boundary conditions. The 
results are sent back to the WAVCIS database for real-time display. A Pentium based 
workstation with four Robotics modems is dedicated to communication. From this 
workstation, it can communicate with up to four stations simultaneously.  In the future, 
WAVCIS will utilize the supercomputer system at Louisiana State University to process, 
archive and mirror the data. 
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Figure 30. Rack mounted Servers in the WAVCIS laboratory for data communication and 
processing. 
 
 
3.3. Data Measurement Design and Scheme. 
Sampling schemes have been  designed based on scientific knowledge and 
understanding of coastal oceanographic processes. All the oceanographic and 
meteorological data are sampled every hour. The stations in the bays, which are represented 
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by CSI 11 and CSI 13, sample the waves and currents at 2048 bursts at 4 Hz every hour. The 
wave climates in the bay are dominated by  wind-driven high frequency waves. Typical 
periods  range from 2 to 4 seconds. The high-frequency sampling was designed to ensure 
reliable measurements of locally generated wind-driven waves in this environment. It takes 
some 8 minutes to complete a sampling period.  Offshore stations, e.g. CSI 5, CSI 6 and CSI 
3 constantly experience the combined effects of locally wind-driven waves and swells from 
deep water. Their sampling rates are designed at 2 Hz for 2048 bursts. The meteorological 
information, including wind speed and direction, barometric pressure, air temperature, and 
water temperature are sampled at 1 Hz for a 10-min period beginning 10 minutes before the 
top of every hour. The download interval was designed based on several aspects including 
economic and offshore power economy. Table 4 summarizes the basic sampling numbers for 
five operational stations. The measured interval and  download interval can be adjusted as 
needed. For example during a storm event, they can be adjusted to sample every 30 minutes 
or download every 1 hour.  
Table 4.  Wave current measurement scheme 
Station CSI 3 CSI 5 CSI 6 CSI 11 CSI 13 
Measure Interval 
(hour) 
1 1 1 1 1 
Sampling 
Frequency (Hz) 
2 2 2 4 4 
Sampling Burst 
(number) 
2048 2048 2048 2048 2048 
Duration (mins) 16 16 16 8 8 
Download interval 
(hours) 
1 3 2 3 3 
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3.3.1. PUV Wave Measurement Technique 
Traditionally, the directional waves are quantified using the PUV method (pressure, 
east component of current, north component of current), meaning that the pressure is used to 
estimate the wave height and the two horizontal velocity components U and V are used to 
calculate the wave direction. The wave spectrum and directional spreading also can be 
estimated from this method (Earle et al., 1995; Herbers,  1999).  For using the PUV method 
to calculate directional wave characteristics, at each station in WAVCIS, a pressure sensor 
and a current sensor are deployed at the same location to measure the time series of pressure 
and fluctuations of east and north components of currents simultaneously. The sea surface 
fluctuation is proportional to the change of pressure measured at a fixed depth under water, 
therefore, the elevation of the water leve l can be determined by using pressure readings. 
Because the high frequency signa l of pressure decreases with increasing sensor depth, 
sensors are deployed at a depth which is designated as close to the sea surface as possible 
but avoiding exposure to the air during low tide or water set-down.  
The sensor depth refers to the distance from the sensor to the sea surface. Each hour, 
this value is different with the change of tide. The mean sensor depth listed in Table 5 refers 
to the mean water level which was calculated using the average water depth measured 
during November and December 2002 for all WAVCIS stations except for CSI 6 which uses 
February and March 2003 because of failure of the pressure sensor during November and 
December 2002. Table 5 lists the sensors’ height and depth for all active WAVCIS stations. 
The mathematical method for deriving waves using the PUV will be discussed in detail in 
Section 4.2. 
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Table 5.  Pressure sensor depth for WAVCIS stations. 
Station CSI 3 CSI 5 CSI 6 CSI 11 CSI 13 
Mean Sensor depth (m) 1.35 3.6 4.5 0.94 1.0 
Sensor height (m) 2.5 3.1 15.8 2.5 5.5 
Mean water depth (m) 4.85 6.7 20.3 3.44 6.5 
 
3.3.2. Measuring Waves and Currents Using an Upward-Looking ADCP 
All WAVCIS stations use the PUV method to acquire wave information. At CSI 3, 
in addition to the PUV, a single bottom-mounted ADCP is used to measure waves and 
currents. The ADCP distinguishes waves from multiple directions and operates with less risk 
of loss or damage. It measures velocity profiles, water level, and wave frequency-direction 
spectra simultaneously.  
 ADCPs utilize the Doppler shift effect which is the frequency shift of the signal in 
relation to the relative motion of a source and an observer. The wave generated by a source 
that moves away from an observer/receiver appears to be of lower frequency than the wave 
generated by a stationary source, or generated by a source moving toward the observer. 
Based on this effect, ADCPs intended for current profiling employ acoustic beams inclined 
at an angle with respect to the vertical. The sonar measures the instantaneous velocity 
component projected along each beam by comparing the change of frequency (Terray, 
1999).  
The ADCP uses the along-beam component of the orbital velocity for each depth cell 
to construct a virtual array which creates the entire current profile. The ADCP measures 
waves using three independent techniques for redundancy (Terray, 1999). The primary 
method of wave measurement is profiling the orbital velocity. The second method uses the 
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surface track and the third one uses a pressure sensor inside the ADCP (Strong et al., 2001, 
2003). 
 At CSI 3, a 600 Hz ADCP is mounted on a tripod which stands on the seabed. The 
ADCP is linked to an on-site computer via cable. The ADCP was deployed approximately 
30 meters away from the platform to avoid measuring the wave interaction with the rig. For 
current measurement, the ADCP was set to 50 even interval bins upward to measure the 
profile. Each interval is 35 cm. The current velocity and speed are recorded at each bin. The 
total distance this specific setting can reach is up to 17.5 meters above the sensor. The 
sensor is located 0.30 meter above the sea floor and it has a 0.32 meter blind area right 
above the sensor. Therefore, the first bin actually measures information at 0.62 meters above 
the seafloor. Because the mean water depth at CSI 3 is about 5 meters, those values recorded 
in the bins above the water level are invalid. After the data are telemetered to the WAVCIS 
laboratory, the data are processed based on the real water depth and wave conditions to 
eliminate invalid values.           
3.4. Data Communication 
The communication system in WAVCIS consists of three parts: (1) transfer of data 
from the sensors to the storage space offshore; (2) transfer of data from offshore to the main 
computer in the WAVCIS laboratory at LSU; (3) transfer of data from the database in the 
WAVCIS laboratory to the users through the World Wide Web.  
Data transport on the World Wide Web involves protocols in a variety of levels. The 
foundation of transport on the Internet is TCP/IP, which handles the routing of “packets” of 
information between source and destination hosts. At the next level, a variety of protocols 
are used: FTP, HTTP, SMTP, etc. These protocols are supported on a wide range of 
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computers and operating systems, which allows WAVCIS to communicate with other 
systems over the network. 
All monitoring instruments are hard wired to a Campbell Scientific, INC CR23X 
data acquisition system mounted at the station. Except for an ADCP which is directly linked 
to a workstation on the platform (CSI 3), the on-site data are first stored in a local data 
logger. Data logger programming, data retrieval and storage, processing and data transfer are 
controlled locally by a computer running a Windows-based program PC208W developed by 
Campbell Scientific Inc. The CR23X data logger also functions as the central control of the 
remote station. 
The data stored in an offshore Data Logger and offshore computer are transferred via 
the modem through a dedicated phone line to the computer located in the WAVCIS data 
processing laboratory at LSU. Cellular communication and satellite communication are 
being used to transfer data also.  The communication package includes a Campbell COM200 
modem, a Motorola S1765 Cellular Transceiver, and dedicated telephone lines at the 
receiving station. The automated communication is controlled by either Campbell Scientific 
software or PC Anywhere software with the capability of regular data downloading and 
irregular remote control from the WAVCIS data processing laboratory.  The remote control 
function also allows quality checks of the sensors and adjustment of sampling schemes. 
Figure 31 shows a conceptual diagram for data communication. It should be noted that the 
indoor post-processing module is the core of this flowchart. 
3.5. Data Post-Processing 
As shown in Figure 31, the post-processing is a core component of the WAVCIS 
program. Raw data are downloaded to the WAVCIS data processing laboratory. Through the 
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Figure 31. Conceptual diagram of the data capturing, transferring, processing, storing and 
delivering for WAVCIS. 
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post processing procedure, the processed data are stored in the WAVCIS database, and can 
then be accessed by the public through the World Wide Web. An Internet Information 
Server serves as the bridge joining the users to the WAVCIS database. The program is 
developed using C++ and is continuously upgraded. As of April, 2003, it has 40 C/C++ 
source files with 117 functions. Figure 32 is the sample interface for this post processing in 
Microsoft Visual C++ environment.  The names of C++ source files are listed in the left side 
panel. The combination of over 117 functions are used to accomplish the following tasks: 
data receiving, quality controlling, data processing, product creation, numerical modeling 
and data archiving. These modulated tasks will be discussed in more detail in the following 
sections.  
3.5.1. Data Receiving Module 
The sensors deployed offshore vary from station to station. Therefore their data 
structures, contents and data volumes are different from station to station.  Different 
formatted raw data received from WAVCIS stations are automatically transferred to a 
workstation. This module was designed to control the received data and standardize the 
format.    
The data downloaded from offshore stations include meteorological data, 
engineering record data and wave and current bursts. The size of the data is approximately 
60 kilobytes every hour. The formats are shown on Table 6. The first line contains the  
engineering records, which shows the station ID, Julian Day, Time, and all the maintenance 
information, e.g. the power supply voltage for sensors,  computers, and communication 
equipment.   The second line shows the meteorological information measured at each  
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Figure 32. A sample Microsoft Visual C++ interface environment for developing post 
process program. 
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station. These are ID, Julian Day, measurement time and average temperature frequency 
during the survey period, Line 3 contains the time information, and all other lines to line 
2050 contain 5 columns. The first column is ID which is used to differentiate the data from 
other stations. The second column is electronic information related to the pressure. The third 
one is east components of current, forth and fifth are north component of current and vertical 
component of current, respectively. This is the information that is used to calculate the 
waves, currents, and wave spectrum after they are transferred back to the WAVCIS 
laboratory.     
Table 6. Sample of downloaded data from WAVCIS stations other than CSI 3.  
File name Conttent Format 
Rawdata.dat Engineering Record 
Meteorological 
information 
52,41,1859,2.803,305.8,2.068,.378,3.45,12.79,15.61,18.6 
50,41,1900,5.8808,2.84,14.49,13.09,18.82 
51,41,1900,8.9645,2.592,2.508,2.601 
51,8.9613,2.581,2.571,2.604 
51,8.9573,2.551,2.611,2.611 
51,8.9536,2.537,2.643,2.603 
51,8.9512,2.517,2.651,2.594 
… 
…2048 lines 
… 
51,8.961,2.53,2.576,2.569 
51,8.9621,2.535,2.535,2.562 
51,8.9628,2.56,2.551,2.568 
51,8.9638,2.56,2.513,2.561 
51,8.9651,2.558,2.536,2.562 
 
Besides this general format for all stations, CSI 3, transfers more data back to the 
laboratory due to the inclusion of the ADCP and OBSs. CSI 3 independently measures 
waves, currents, water depth, and current profile as well as three layers of temperature, 
salinity, and turbidity. With a Pentium based computer on the offshore station, most post-
processing is accomplished in the field. WAVCIS downloads the summary of wave 
parameters,  spectral information, current profile and OBS measured data. Samples of data 
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transferred from CSI 3 back to the laboratory are shown in Table 7. The file with the sum 
prefix is the information measured using PUV which is listed in the first row. The second 
row lists the binary file containing the hourly directional spectrum. The third row is the 
current profile for all 50 bins and wave and water depth measured by the ADCP. The last 
row is the OBS measured sea temperature, conductivity, and turbidity. The salinity is 
derived from temperature and conductivity.  
Table 7. Sample of data transferred back from CSI 3 station. 
File name Content Format 
sum0331030019.txt Wave, current, 
and 
meteorological 
32,89,2359,10.07,340.9,5.721,1.6,12.82,15.98,14.04,18.92,32.02,24.88,26.55,13.01,27.06,13.47,13.55,-12.89 
03/31/03 00:00 0.400605 0.508769 2.7262 2.78261  
 
CSI3_ProcWvsData_TS-
189702210200_000.wvs 
Wave spectra Binary format 
CSI3_LogData_0302112
100.000 
Wave 
parameter, 
Current for 
50bin 
1,03,02,11,21,00,05,21,0.32,2.80,132.0,4587.000,0.70,2.40,50,0.137,323,….68,-32768.000, -32768,-
32768.000,-32768 
obs0425030420.txt Temperature, 
conductivity 
and NTU 
115 339 24.93 24.94 24.95 5.3 5.299 5.44 388.1 183.7 167.4 
 
3.5.2. Quality Control Module 
Information quality is an indication of the usability of a data set, which includes 
relative accuracy and precision, and the procedures of collecting, maintaining and 
distributing a data set (Meyer,  2002).  Accuracy is the degree to which information recorded 
in a data set matches the true or real-world value. Precision is the repeatability or exactness 
with which information is measured or described. Precision is a measure of the method, 
while accuracy is a measure of the result and how carefully it is captured. 
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Burrough et al. (1998) divides sources of errors into three main categories. They are: 
(1) obvious sources of error, (2) natural variations and original measurements, and (3) 
compounding error. The first two are easier to detect, while those of the third  are difficult to 
identify because errors arising through processing can be quite subtle. The compounding 
error may occur in two ways: propagation and cascading (Meyer et al., 2000).  Propagation 
occurs when one error leads to another. For example, if the current component values were 
recorded or calculated wrong, this will result in wave direction error. To avoid this problem, 
WAVCIS has developed a well defined error check procedure. The cascading means the 
error skews the solution when information is combined into a new layer. This is very 
difficulty to predict. 
The developer of WAVCIS has been fully aware of the difficult problems caused by 
inaccuracy and imprecision. To keep the quality of WAVCIS information, well-documented 
data is established in the WAVCIS project.  The quality assurance and control for data 
received from sensors or other sources are conducted in this module to minimize data loss 
and maximize data quality. The data are automatically checked for gaps and new data are 
generated every one or three hours depending on the download interval scheduled. There are 
three major steps used in this module. The first one uses a broad range definition for all 
parameters. Basically, those values are controlled and do not exceed or fall below 
established values. The second step is used to control the individual parameter in time and 
spatial domain using specific methods depending on the parameter being measured. The 
third step is conducted by experienced research scientists in the WAVCIS laboratory, who 
assess data quality visually to ensure high quality. The first two steps are executed 
automatically. No data are lost if the communication with the station is unsuccessful during 
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the scheduled calls.  All data stored in the data logger or offshore computers are filed back 
during the next successful transmission.  
3.5.3. Data Processing Module 
The data processing module is designed to process waves, currents, and other 
information derived from measured values. For the wave and current information in  stations 
using the PUV method (pressure from pressure sensor, east and north current components 
from current sensor), the steps used to process the PUV time series data are modified from 
wave data process standards proposed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (Earle et al., 
1990; 1995; 1996).  The procedures for wave field calculation, analysis, and data correction 
will be presented in detail in Chapter 4. 
3.5.4. Product Creation Module 
This module is designed to create final data products in both ASCII format files and 
graphic format files. The wave summary information, wave spectral information, 
meteorological information with the order of time sequence, and the boundary condition for 
numerical modeling are generated.  In this step, the predefined images, a 24-hour time series 
image and a one-month image, are created for each parameter measured.  The images of 
wave spectral and spectral evolution and some predefined GIS maps are also generated. 
3.5.5. Numerical Modeling Module 
This module responds to calling the operational numerical model, feeding the 
boundary condition values measured by WAVCIS stations to the model, receiving the 
results from the model, and saving it to the WAVCIS database for the user to retrieve from 
the web page.  This module is currently under construction. 
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3.5.6. Data Archiving Module 
WAVCIS data are acquired and analyzed once every hour or every 3 hours 
depending on the location of the stations. At each hour data are collected and passed data 
quality assurance checks, results of WAVCIS’s data analysis are archived and made 
available to users through the World Wide Web page or  CD, tapes or DVD upon special 
request. WAVCIS also maintains an archive for internal use. 
The data archiving module consists of two steps: the first step is to archive the 
processed data to a relational database created using SQL server for storing, web page 
display, and future query. The second step is to archive all raw data, and preprocess them to 
their corresponding directories for backup and future re-processing. After the processes 
mentioned above are completed, the data are stored in both ASCII files and a database. The 
ASCII file stores the tab-delimited meteorological and oceanographic information for each 
hour. Table 8 is an example of the ASCII format summary information for CSI 3. The 
values listed in a row represent the information measured at that particular time.  
3.6. WAVCIS Database Design 
For efficiently storing, maintaining and retrieving data and maps from WAVCIS, a 
well-designed database is critical. The WAVCIS database is designed to generate a long-
term metocean information storage space. It is used to store real time data as well as 
archived data. Four types of information are stored:  (1) Basic geographic information and 
system information, e.g. shoreline, bathymetric data, sensors’ calibration coefficients, station  
location; (2) Information measured by offshore sensors from the stations; (3) Information 
created by WAVCIS, e.g. numerical modeling results; and (4) Information received from 
other agencies, e.g. real time hurricane tracks from the National Hurricane Center, the  
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Table 8. Processed data in the summary file from station CSI 3. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Date  Time  WVHGT  AVGPD DOMPD WVDIR WSPD WDIR ATMP BARO WTMP CSPD CDIR TIDE GUST VIS HUMD  
… 
03/18/03 21:00 0.254837 3.06482 4.12903 337.55 4.887 138.1 20.06 993.32 18.51 0.382894 179.259 5.13351 6.147 4.615 99.4 
03/18/03 22:00 0.26642 3.03213 2.37037 158.14 6.082 125.3 20.25 992.59 18.9 0.382805 179.235 5.07961 6.657 3.138 99.2 
03/18/03 23:00 0.281529 2.98876 2.32727 106.743 6.587 157.1 20.56 993.162 18.87 0.382386 179.258 5.03171 7.19 4.324 99.3 
03/19/03 00:00 0.296534 2.98947 2.41509 339.254 5.51 158.3 20.45 993.654 18.8 0.382531 179.273 4.97997 6.147 3.387 99.3 
03/19/03 01:00 0.259587 3.34765 4.57143 342.858 5.046 164.7 20.37 993.844 18.88 0.383025 179.228 4.9491 5.383 1.811 99.6 
03/19/03 02:00 0.499888 3.33841 3.76471 350.096 10.85 332 16.28 996.13 18.83 0.383786 179.083 4.7145 13.01 15.98 80.5 
03/19/03 03:00 0.271509 3.07464 3.45946 165.569 5.795 348.5 16.38 996.911 17.3 0.384119 179.057 4.44602 8.81 15.98 76.8 
03/19/03 04:00 0.159987 3.22038 4.92308 136.477 3.121 16.53 16.79 996.665 17.26 0.384273 179.102 4.458 5.01 15.98 77 
03/19/03 05:00 0.195542 3.37488 4.92308 338.925 3.327 318.4 16.72 998.408 17.31 0.384912 179.075 4.87821 3.815 15.98 79.4 
03/19/03 06:00 0.209223 3.60005 4.41379 170.442 3.772 316 15.87 998.711 18.62 0.384484 179.044 5.32176 4.54 15.98 80.9 
03/19/03 07:00 0.205739 3.74497 5.12 155.136 1.519 265.4 15.88 998.776 19.17 0.384716 179.021 5.40759 2.56 15.98 83.5 
03/19/03 08:00 0.173073 4.21721 5.33333 345.954 2.24 269.5 16.18 998.711 19.1 0.384433 179.033 5.14798 2.325 15.98 80.6 
03/19/03 09:00 0.161217 4.20077 5.12 352.58 1.622 218.8 16.27 999.028 18.75 0.38482 179.072 4.98111 2.188 15.98 79.7 
03/19/03 10:00 0.147335 4.116 4.92308 342.806 2.041 190.7 16.75 999.212 18.71 0.38466 179.065 5.00655 2.168 15.98 70.8 
03/19/03 11:00 0.150308 4.23762 5.56522 126.525 3.055 180.8 17.07 999.843 18.87 0.384604 179.044 5.06612 3.403 15.98 68.62 
… 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Note: 
 DATE TIME: UTC (Universal Coordinated Time) 
WVHGT  Significant Wave Height in Meters 
AVGPD: Average wave period in seconds 
DOMPD: Dominant wave period in seconds 
WVDIR: Wave direction in degree 
WSPD: Wind speed in meters/second 
WDIR: Wind direction in degree 
ATMP: Air temperature in degrees Celsius 
BARO: Pressure at sea level in mb  
WTMP: Sea surface temperature in degree Celsius 
CSPD: Current speed in meter/second 
CDIR: Current direction in degree. 
TIDE :Tidal height in meter above the see bed. 
GUST: Wind gusts (highest mean wind speed) 
VIS: visibility in kilometers 
HUMD: Humidity in percentage 
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predicted tide fluctuation signals from USGS, and satellite imagery received from Earth Scan 
Laboratory, LSU, are some examples. 
The information is physically stored in a series of relational tables in the database. A 
relational table is a flat file composed of a set of named columns. The columns of the tables 
contain information about the tables. The rows of the table represent occurrences of the item 
represented by the table. A data value is stored in the intersection of a row and column. 
Two core tables exist in this database. One stores a series of measured wave 
parameters and the other stores the modeling results from the numerical model. Other tables 
contain information regarding the offshore bathymetry, coastal configuration, location of the 
stations, sensors’ information, stations’ information, station configuration, and boundary 
conditions. 
3.7. Interactive GIS Web Page Design 
Recent trends in GIS have seen the widespread development of web-based products 
(Smith et al., 2002; Weiter et al., 2002). The same trend occurs in ocean observation system 
(Ocean.USA, 2000). Traditional implementations are based on either static, pre-rendered 
image-based systems that offer little user interaction, or vector-based systems with limited 
functions, or limited web-geodatabase interaction. 
The following two areas have been addressed in the interactive GIS web page design 
and application for WAVCIS. (1) Use of open, platform, and machine independent, flexible 
data formats to enable users access to the WAVCIS database. The format should provide 
enough information about each spatial feature to allow full client-side feature manipulation 
for both raster and vector data. (2) Allow for flexibility in data representation. WAVCIS has 
the capability to display the same data to different users with customized display 
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characteristics for each user type, and to display different data with common display 
characteristics. 
New web technologies, based on ESRI’s (Environmental System Research Institute) 
ArcIMS (Arc Internet Map Server), permitted WAVCIS to generate an interactive GIS 
website. ArcIMS has superseded all of its previous web GIS technologies, e.g. ArcView 
Internet Map Server (IMS). The ArcIMS image interface allows for an extremely flexible 
map extent and more complex queries. The on-the-fly map extent will greatly enhance the 
usability for those who use a simple web browser.  The query engine has also been enhanced 
to allow one to build complex queries using multiple fields. One of the greatest 
improvements of ArcIMS over previous software is the concept of map services. This allows 
the WAVCIS server to run many mapping layers without having to design an entire website 
for each grouping of layers. 
The method of using a GIS in real time occurs when data are immediately entered 
into the GIS as soon as they are received from offshore stations. Once existing data have 
been compiled into the GIS, they will be saved in the WAVCIS database.  The GIS 
environment allows visual correlation and comparison of the different measured and 
simulated data in a spatial context and to recognize the patterns. It provides the basis for 
visualizing spatial variation of different parameters. It also provides the tools to analyze the 
information in the database. The basic function of WAVCIS interactive GIS includes, 
overlay, buffer, search, zoom, pan, etc.  Real time data are stored in the data base. This 
allows WAVCIS to  present the real time offshore status in GIS display from the web. 
The WAVCIS GIS was implemented on a dedicated Compaq Server with a 
commercially developed software ArcIMS by ESRI combined with the customized data 
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process software developed by the writer.  When users access WAVCIS  through the World 
Wide Web, the web server then communicates with the database server and ArcIMS service.  
Users can download and examine the data using either their own platforms for their specific 
analytical research or for data integration. 
The GIS web page is the interactive gateway to WAVCIS.  Figure 33 shows the 
functional components the author proposed. As part of the WAVCIS project, a 
comprehensive database, which contains all the spatial and temporal information, can be 
displayed on the web page by using ArcIMS technology.  The database accessed by the web 
contains all layers used in WAVCIS. Besides querying and retrieving data from the database 
either in text format or dynamic graphic format, the interactive GIS web page provides the 
users geographical information and some internet-based GIS functionalities to access the 
database.  
3.8. Integration With Other Databases 
As mentioned in the previous section, integration of ocean observing information has 
been addressed in recent years. A variety of real-time measurements  and  a very large 
amount of historical oceanographic information exist at different scales, formats, and  
locations and needs to be properly integrated in a useful way. 
Many ocean observation systems are attempting to integrate their own data with other 
data sources (Guinasso et al., 2001) . WAVCIS stores real-time measured and numerical 
simulated data as well as all the historical information pertaining to coastal Louisiana, which 
includes historical shorelines, historical bathymetric surveys, and sediment distribution 
around the Louisiana coast and offshore. In addition to WAVCIS’ own data, integrated GIS 
makes it possible to combine other available offshore data in real time from the Gulf of  
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Figure 33. Conceptual overview showing the components of the Interactive GIS web page 
used in WAVCIS. 
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Mexico into the WAVCIS web pages.  For Example, WAVCIS can display NOAA CMAN 
and NDBC data on the same page. 
WAVCIS routinely maintains a comprehensive inventory of marine data sources. The 
first involvement with GIS came about through the recognition of its potential for visualizing 
geo-spatial marine information, not only in a scientific context, but also as a tool for 
management and policy making.  The basic concept is to endeavor to satisfy the demand for 
information, provide it in an accessible and desirable format and keep abreast of current 
technological trends and innovations. 
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CHAPTER 4. COASTAL HYDRODYNAMICS AND ANALYSIS 
TECHNIQUES 
 
4.1.  Wave and Wave Spectrum 
Waves are undulations of the sea surface. Where the height is the vertical distance 
between the bottom of a trough and the top of a nearby crest. The wavelength is distance 
between prominent crests and wave period is the time two consequent crests or troughs pass 
through a fixed point.  
The sea surface elevation V  by a simple harmonic wave traveling in the x direction 
can be mathematically given by following equation: 
)cos(),( ywV +-= tkxatx      (4.1.1) 
Where a is wave amplitude, k=2p/L is the wave number, L is the wave length, x is the 
horizontal direction, w  =2 p /T is the radian frequency, T is the wave period and y  is a 
phase angle. The relationship between radian frequency and wave number depends on the 
water depth and is given by 
)tanh(2 kdgk=w   (4.1.2) 
Where d is the water depth and g is acceleration due to gravity. This relationship is called the 
wave dispersion equation which for deep water becomes  
gk=2w   (4.1.3) 
and for shallow water it becomes 
w 2=g k 2d   (4.1.4) 
In terms of wave length, this equation is  
2
2
T
g
L
p
=   (4.1.5) 
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The phase speed of wave is given by 
kT
L
C
w
==   (4.1.6) 
When the water depth is taken into consideration, the phase speed is 
)tanh(*/ kdkgC =   (4.1.7) 
Which can be approximated as following for either deep and shallow water 
w
g
k
g
C ==   (4.1.8) 
for deep water phase velocity and  
gdC =    (4.1.9) 
for shallow water phase velocity. 
The energy of a group of component waves travels at a group speed, Cg, given as 
22
Cg
Cg ==
w
  (4.1.10)  
for deep water group velocity and  
CgdCg ==   (4.1.11) 
for shallow water group velocity. 
In shallow water, group speed equals the phase speed because all components travel 
at nearly the same phase speed which is dependent on water depth. The group of deep-water 
waves moves at half the phase speed of the waves making up the group.  
The average energy per horizontal area of a simple harmonic wave is given as 
2
8
1
gHEn r=   (4.1.12) 
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In the real world, the surface of the sea contains waves of many frequencies, 
amplitudes and directions of propagation that add together to produce the spectrum of the 
sea.  They can be expressed mathematically as the sum of simple harmonic waves.  
å
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n
nnnn txkatx esh   (4.1.13) 
where an is the amplitude of the nth component which has a wave number kn and angular 
frequency s n, en being a random phase angle. The waves measured by the sensor are the 
summation of all these waves. Therefore, certain technology is needed to make the measured 
data useful for the real world application.  
As mentioned before, two types of wave sensor are used in WAVCIS stations. One is 
ADCP manufactured  by RDI instrument Inc.  The wave calculation software is provided by 
the company. The other one is the pressure transducer produced by Paroscientific Inc. The 
Marsh-McBirney Electromagnetic Current Meters is deployed at the same elevation as the 
pressure transducer. As discussed overleaf, they are used to calculate the wave height and 
wave direction using the program developed by the WAVCIS research group.  
Waves measured by the ADCP were calculated by its associated software WAVMON 
(RD Instruments, 2001). Three different independent techniques for measuring non-
directional wave height spectrum are used in the ACDP.  These three techniques are based on 
orbital velocity spectrum, the surface track spectrum and the pressure spectrum. The orbital 
velocity spectrum is calculated from time series of orbital velocities measured for each bin 
and beam in the profile. The velocity can be measured close to the surface then translated to a 
surface displacement spectrum. The surface track spectrum is calculated by transforming 
time series of echo- location ranges for each beam. This is a direct measurement of the 
surface and is not frequency dependent except for the resolution of the echolocation of the 
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surface. The pressure sensor derived spectrum is a traditionally used technique. It will be 
discussed in detail next. For ADCP, it is only used as reference. 
The data measured by pressure sensors must be analyzed before it can provide 
information needed for WAVCIS applications. The spectral analysis technique is used in 
WAVCIS for analyzing these wave data. 
The objective of spectral analysis is to determine the distribution of wave variance as 
a function of frequency. Wave variance is proportional to the wave height squared which is 
in turn to the wave energy. Therefore, the wave variance spectra are often called wave energy 
spectra. A digital wave record is represented by a finite discrete Fourier series and the 
variance as a function of frequency is calculated from the Fourier coefficients.  
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where )(ndtV  is wave elevation at time ndt; n is an integer ranging from 0 to N-1; N is the 
number of data samples; dt is the time interval between samples; ak is a Fourier cosine 
coefficient; bk is a Fourier sine coefficient; and wk is a Fourier radian frequency. As discussed 
before, an actual wave consists of many of different waves with different heights, periods and 
directions. Therefore, the wave has a continuous spectrum and contains components between 
discrete Fourier frequencies.  
4.2. Procedure to Calculate Waves for Paroscientific Pressure Transducer 
and ECM in WAVCIS Program 
 
Wave data analysis involves application of time-series analysis and spectral analysis 
techniques to time-series measurements of pressure, eastern and northern components of 
current. This method is traditionally called PUV (Earle et al.,1990; 1995; 1996). Generally, it 
includes the following analysis steps: 
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a. Data segmenting;  
b. Trend and mean removal; 
c. Tapering window;  
d. Calculating the U and V components and their amplitude and direction; 
e. Calculating the Fourier coefficients a(n) and b(n) from PUV time series; 
f. Spectral analysis for calculating wave energy; 
g. Depth correction for wave energy; 
h. Cutoff frequency determination and wave parameter calculation; 
i. Directional analysis method (Herbers, 1999); 
j. Wave height correction during extreme events. 
Through the above procedures, the final information related to wave, current, water 
depth and surge are calculated. The following provides a detailed analysis procedure used in 
the WAVCIS measurement systems.  
A measured time series can be analyzed as a single record or as a number of data 
segments. Data segment with overlapping segments can decrease statistical uncertainties, but 
it increases spectral leakage. However, for most wave data applications, spectral leakage 
effects are small compared to spectral confidence interval size. A measured time series, 
x(ndt) with N data points recorded at a time interval dt is divided into J segments of length L. 
Each segment is defined as 
x(j, ndt)=x(ndt), n=(J-1)*L/2,…(J+1)*L/2-1,  
L
N
J
L )(2 2-=  (4.2.1) 
The stations for WAVCIS samples 2048 data bursts at each hour. In the post wave 
processing, the 2048 data burst was segmented into 15 segments and each segment has 256 
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data points with 50% overlapping on each side. Segmenting is based on ensemble averaging 
of J spectral estimates from 50 % overlapping adapted from Welch (1967). 
The procedure in PUV usually includes a step of trend removal. Tides, other long-
period water elevation changes may produce low frequency water elevation variations with 
periods longer than the length of a measured data record. Such appear as trends in entire time 
series. WAVCIS stations measure waves within a period of 18 minutes each hour. Because of 
the lower tide range on the Louisiana continental shelf, this long-period components can be 
neglected.  
Spectral leakage is caused by a finite number of frequencies that represents a 
continuous distribution of frequencies used for Fourier transforms and spectral analysis. A 
cosine taper over one-tenth of each end of the data is used as a satisfactory compromise 
between not correcting for leakage and correcting for leakage by the most commonly used 
cosine bell (Hanning) approach. All segments are applied using this correction. The 10 
percent cosine bell window is given by 
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    (L-1)-L10<n<=L-1  (4.2.4) 
where L is the data segment length, L10 is the greatest integer less than or equal to L/10.   
The data are multiplied by the tapering function: 
)(*),(),( tnWtnjxtnjxW DD=D     (4.2.4) 
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On completion of these steps, the data can be used to obtain Fourier transforms. An 
FFT is a discrete Fourier transform that provides the following frequency domain 
representation X of a measured time series x. 
å
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n
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mn
i
etnjxtfmjX
p
  (4.2.5) 
m=0,1,2,….L/2   L even 
m=0,1,2,….(L-1)/2  L odd 
Spectral estimates are obtained at Fourier frequencies m D f where the interval 
between frequencies is given by 
tL
f
D
=D
1
   (4.2.6) 
The frequency corresponding to m=L/2 is the Nyquist frequency given by  
t
f Nyquist D
=
2
1
 (4.2.7) 
It is the highest resolvable frequency in a digitized time series.  
 Wave number is  another important factor when wave information is being calculated. 
Wave number and frequency are related according to the usual surface wave dispersion 
relation in equation 4.1.2. In WAVCIS, for a given water depth, this equation is solved for k 
by iterative methods.  
The concept of a spectrum is based on work by Joseph Fourier, who showed that 
almost any function can be represented over the interval –T/2<=t<=T/2 as the sum of an 
infinite series of sine and cosine functions with harmonic wave frequencies (Stewart, 2002).  
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where 
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   f=2p /T is the fundamental frequency, and nf are harmonics of the fundamental 
frequency. The form of )(tV  is called a Fourier series (Bracewell,1986). 
Equation 4.2.8, 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 can be expressed as 
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where 
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Zn is the Fourier transform of )(tV . The spectrum S(f) of )(tV  is 
S(nf)=ZnZn*       (4.2.13) 
where Z* is the complex conjugate of Z. 
Each harmonic wave has a specific amplitude, length, period and direction of 
propagation. Each harmonic component wave moves at a phase speed that depends on its 
wave length causing a dispersion of the longest waves ahead of the shortest (Earle et al., 
1990). Wave spectra provide the distribution of wave variance as a function of frequency 
which can be defined as: 
å
D
=
f
nafE
22/1)(   (4.2.14) 
where the summation is over individual harmonic components within a frequency range, df, 
the function E(f) is called a spectral density.  
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The distribution of variance as a function of frequency and direction can also be 
determined. This is the directional spectrum. The variance in the small frequency range, df 
and direction range qd  is given by: 
dfdfE qq ),(    (4.2.15) 
The total variance is obtained by integrating over all frequencies and all directions: 
òò -
¥
=
180
1800
),( dfdfEnceTotalVaria qq   (4.2.16) 
Based on the wave data analysis standard proposed by US Army Corps of Engineers 
(Earle et al., 1995), the WAVCIS post processing program uses the following relationship 
between the first five Fourier coefficients and the cross spectra by the following formula: 
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where Cpp, Cpv, Cpu, and Cuv are the cross spectra of the time series of PUV previously 
discussed. Rp and Ru are the attenuation factors which will be discussed in the next section. 
  The significant wave height is defined as the average of the one-third highest waves 
in a wave record. More recently, it has been calculated from measured wave displacement in 
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terms of the wave spectrum.  The significant wave height is defined as  nceTotalVariaX4  
which is: 
00.4 mH s =    (4.2.22) 
where 0m  is computed from the summation of all frequency bands of the non-directional 
spectrum:  
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where Czz is the non-directional wave spectrum calculated as follows: 
0aC zz p=   (4.2.24) 
where a0 is derived from equation 4.2.17. 
 The mean wave direction used in WAVCIS is calculated from the following equation  
D=arctan(b1/a1)   (4.2.25) 
After converting this Cartesian direction to a geographical direction on the basis of 
the instrument orientation, the real wave direction can be calculated. The peak wave period is 
the reciprocal of the peak frequency, for which the wave energy density is a maximum.  
p
p f
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=   (4.2.26) 
Average wave period is calculated from non-directional spectra by the following equation: 
/
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 Unlike the peak wave period which is only determined by the peak of wave energy 
density, the average wave period is influenced by the distribution of different period waves 
and it represents the general condition.  
 Using the procedure described above, considering depth attenuation and cutoff 
frequency, all the major parameters related to waves using pressure, east and north 
components of current can be calculated. They include significant wave height, mean wave 
direction, mean period, peak wave period, and the wave spectrum.    
4.3. Depth Correction and High Frequency Cutoff 
 When using pressure sensors to measure sea surface fluctuations, the pressure signal 
decreases with increasing water depth above the sensor as well as frequency. Correction of 
the spectrum to provide the normal wave spectrum, therefore, must be considered. Each 
coefficient is divided by the appropriated attenuation coefficient R(f)  
)(
)(
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2 fR
fE
fE
p
p=   (4.3.1) 
 
where the depth attenuation factor K given by: 
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=     (4.3.2) 
and k is the wave number, Zd is the depth of the sensor below the surface and D is bottom 
depth.  The horizontal velocity amplitude attenuation factor is given by 
)sinh(
))(cosh(
)(
kD
DZdk
fRu
+
=    (4.3.3) 
 When pressure spectra are corrected by this method, increasing wave energy can be 
derived for frequencies significantly greater than the frequency of maximum wave energy. 
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These spectra should be truncated for frequencies where incorrect noise amplification has 
occurred. This is a complicated system which depends not only on the sensor sensitivity, but 
also on the depth of the sensor and wave behavior.  
 In WAVCIS, the fixed high cutoff frequency based on the past observation is used 
from each individual station.  The range of high cutoff  applied in WAVCIS stations is 0.5 
Hz (2 seconds) for the stations in bay and 0.33 Hz (3 seconds) for offshore stations. These 
values were selected to ensure that the high frequency portion of the spectrum is captured 
without adding noise. WAVCIS does not use the cutoff frequency at lower frequencies, 
because the noise in spectrum density due the depth correction is negligible.  
4.4. Bottom Boundary Layer Dynamic 
Flow intensity is related to the shear velocity, u*=(t o/?)1/2  , where the to is the shear 
stress and ? is the density of water. Usually, this value is difficult to measure in the field.  
Three indirect methods are commonly used (a) the use of a quadratic drag coefficient, (b) 
delineation of the shear velocity from the gradient of a plot of u and Ln(Z) and (c) direct 
measurement of the Reynolds stress in the inertial sub-range of the constant stress layer and 
from the scaling relationship between the turbulence spectra and elevation above the bed 
(Boudreau et al., 2000).  These three methods are briefly described:   
a. Quadratic Drag Law states that shear stress is related to the square of the flow speed. 
The dimensionless coefficient of proportionality is called the quadratic drag coefficient Cd.  
)/ln( 0
12/1 zzC z
-- = k   (4.4.1) 
k is von Karman’s constant which is 0.4, zo is the roughness height. Cz is the drag 
coefficient at z which is the measured distance upward from the bottom. The drag coefficient 
can be used to estimate bed shear stressed. 
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b. Near-bed Reynolds stress: The Reynolds stress is a measure of turbulence intensity 
in the constant stress layer well above the viscous sub layer. If all three components of 
velocity are measured, the shear velocity can be estimated from: 
2/1
* )''''( vuwuu +=    (4.4.2) 
c. Semi- logarithmic Velocity Gradient: 
This is the most popular used method by using following formula:   
uuzz )/()(log)(log *01010 k+=   (4.4.3) 
where k is von Karman’s constant, zo is the roughness height. u is the current speed at the 
height of z from the bottom. 
 This is the equation for a straight line on a plot of log10(z) versus u, and thus, the 
shear velocity can be determined from the gradient of the line and the roughness length from 
the z- intercept. Gross and Nowell (1983) suggested that the confidence limits on the shear-
velocity estimate made from this equation are approximated as u*(1± cs ), where cs  is given 
by 
2/122
2,2/ )}1/()2){((
-
- --= RRnt nacs   (4.4.4) 
where t is the Student’s t distribution for the (1-a) confidence interval with (n-2) degrees of 
freedom, where n is the number of observations, and R is the regression coefficient of the 
resulting plot of log10(z) and u. Thus, and estimate of u, made from observations of flow 
speed at five different elevations with an R2 of 0.99, is accurate to within a ±19% confidence 
level. The third method is the most popular method used by many researchers (Forristall et 
al., 1977; Wright et al., 1997). This method will be used in this dissertation to calculate the 
boundary layer parameters in Section 5.3.3. 
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Sediment transport within the boundary layer have been conducted by many 
researchers (Adams et al., 1981; Cacchione et al., 1987; Wright et al., 1997, Flemming 2000; 
Stone, 2000; Pepper, 2000; Pepper and Stone, 2001).  Sediment re-suspension in non-mud is 
an instantaneous process. Table 9 lists the relationship between critical shear velocity and 
grain size diameters in the water temperature of 20 °C. For re-suspending the sand 
components, at lease 1.15 cm/s is required. With the increase of sediment grain size, the 
critical shear velocity for re-suspending the sediment increase too.  
Table 9. Relationship between shear velocity and sediment diameters (Flemming B.W. 
2000). 
Grain size            
(mm) 
Type of sediments Critical shear velocity 
(cm/s) 
0.063 silt 0.33 
0.125 very fine sand 1.15 
0.250 fine sand 3.20 
0.50 median sand 7.63 
1.00 coarse sand 15.34 
 
In mud, the sediment re-suspension is a time dependent process, i.e. the bed is eroded 
successively layer by layer (Puls et al., 1993). Sediment mixtures with a fraction of clay 
particles (d<0.032 mm) larger than 10% have cohesive properties because electro-statical 
forces comparable to or higher than the gravity forces are acting between the particles. 
Consequently, the sediment particles do not behave as individua l particles but tend to stick 
together forming aggregates whose size and settling velocity are much larger than those of 
the individual particles (Van Rijn, 1993). A sample taken in late fall of 2002 at CSI 3 was 
analyzed using a 5100 Particle Size Analysis System. The result shows 99.4% of materials 
are silts and clays. Among this, 73.4 % are clay (Table 10). The data also shows four groups 
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of sediments. The percentage of certain grain size for each group is greater than 5%. Three 
are within clay ranges and one is in the silt range (highlighted items at the bottom in the 
Table 10). The high percentage of clay and silt in the sediments results in a cohesive muddy 
sea bed in this area, and thus the boundary layer dynamics are more complex than non-
cohesive environments.   
 
Table 10.    Summary report of sediment size at CSI 3. 
 ___________________________________________________________________                                    
        Percent Finer     Diameter (µm)           Diameter (µm)     Percent Finer 
            100.0              73.89                         250.0                    100.0 
             80.0              5.999                          125.0                    100.0 
             60.0              1.298                          62.50                    99.4 
             40.0              0.516                          3.900                    73.4 
             20.0              0.516                          0.490                    45.5 
                                           
         Peak        %                  Mean               Standard                   
        Number  of Dist.*    Mean     s of 1     Median   Deviation  Skewness  Kurtosis 
      -------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------------- 
          1          8.3              0.670     0.000      0.660     0.101         0.236         -1.183 
          2         12.1             1.270     0.000      1.212     0.323         0.580         -0.640 
          3         16.4             3.889     0.000      3.752     1.198         0.338         -0.877 
          4         17.9             13.00     0.000      11.13     6.063         1.363         1.678 
          * Peaks comprise at least  5.00 % of the distribution 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION OF WAVCIS 
The focus of this following chapter is to utilize the data collected from both WAVCIS 
stations and NDBC buoys during Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore to examine the 
storm impact on all stages of development of waves, currents, surge, wind, pressure and 
temperature.  
5.1. WAVCIS Data During Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore 
Tropical and extra tropical cyclones are among the most important oceanographic 
influences on Louisiana continental shelves. These severe storms function as the primary 
physical mechanism for cleaning and revitalizing coastal seas, and redistributing material 
delivered from the continental shelf. Historically, hurricanes have also played a significant 
role in the shoreline retreat around the Louisiana. At least 55 storms with tropical-storm or 
hurricane strength made landfall since 1901. Landfall frequencies along the Louisiana coast 
over the past 100 years showed a peak in activity during September. Ninety percent of 
shoreline retreat can be accounted for due to hurricanes (Stone et al., 1997). Perhaps the most 
unique event of hurricane activity in Louisiana’s history was in 2002, four named tropical 
cyclones, Bertha, Hanna, Isidore, and Lili, impacted the Louisiana coast.  
The tracks of Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore approximately followed the 
array of combined WAVCIS stations and NDBC buoys. The stations recorded the data of all 
stages of development for these two storms. Furthermore, the cur rent profiles for the entire 
water column at CSI 3 were recorded while the eye of Hurricane Lili passed over the station. 
It also recorded current activity due to Tropical Storm Isidore. The information measured by 
these stations provides an unique opportunity for scientists to quantify the spatial and 
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temporal structure and characteristics of hydrodynamics driven by these two storms, and to 
calibrate the numerical models and develop empirical formulas for a hurricane event. 
5.1.1. General Overview of Hurricane Lili and Isidore 
In later September and early October of 2002, Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane 
Lili entered the Louisiana inner continental shelf and made landfall along the central 
Louisiana coast one week apart. They followed similar paths into the Gulf of Mexico and 
rapidly intensified over the same deep layer of warm water in the southern Gulf area. 
WAVCIS stations were significantly impacted by both storms when they entered the Gulf of 
Mexico.  
Isidore formed on September 9th, 2002 as a tropical wave off the coast of Africa and 
moved toward the west-southwest during the next several days. By September 14th, the 
system became a tropical depression as it approached the northern coast of Venezuela. The 
depression became a tropical storm around 6:00 UTC on September 18th and moved very 
slowly.     
Isidore meandered for 36 hours and weakened to a minimal tropical storm before it 
entered the Gulf of Mexico at 22:00 UTC on September 20th where its circulation expanded. 
Isidore rapidly intensified before landing on Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula on September 
22nd. The maximum sustained wind speed was 125 miles per hour, and the minimum central 
pressure was 934 mb occurring at 12:00 UTC on September 22nd. After staying on the 
Yucatan Peninsula for over a day, Isidore moved northward over the Gulf of Mexico. It 
became a gigantic tropical storm covering an area larger than the Gulf of Mexico, but never 
regained its strength before it making landfall near Grand Isle in Louisiana at 7:00 UTC on 
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September 26th  (Figure 34). The wind speed and barometric pressure were 28 m/s and 984 
mb respectively on making landfall (NOAA, 2002).  
Hurricane Lili began on September 16
th
 , 2002, as a tropical wave in the Atlantic 
Ocean. On 21st, it became a tropical depression and a tropical storm on the 23rd. In the next 
several days, the strength of Lili fluctuated between a tropical depression and a storm. Lili 
became a hurricane on the 30th of September while it passed over Cayman Brac and Little 
Cayman Islands. 
The center of Hurricane Lili entered the Gulf of Mexico at 17:00 UTC on October 1st 
with a wind speed as high as 46 m/s.  The wind speed of Lili intensified to 64 m/s early on 
the 3rd of October over the north-central Gulf of Mexico with a minimum central pressure of 
938 mb. Then it rapidly weakened to 36 m/s during the next 13 hours until it made landfall. 
Lili’s eye wall collapsed as its wind speed decreased near the coast.   
Hurricane Lili was a compact, fast moving and intense hur ricane. It moved toward the 
west-northwest at a speed of 21 km per hour.  The eye of the hurricane passed over CSI 3 at 
approximately 13:00 UTC on October 3rd, 2002. The highest sustained wind speed measured 
was 32 m/s with gusts 41 m/s at CSI 3. The lowest surface pressure was 962 mb. The 
maximum waves generated by this hurricane were 2.7 meters. 
Lili turned northward and made landfall at approximately 14:00 UTC in Abbeville, 
Louisiana. The satellite imagery in Figure 35 shows the structure of Hurricane Lili when its 
center was located in the central Gulf of Mexico, where it was organized, and a compact 
hurricane with a well defined eye.  
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Figure 34. Satellite image of Isidore in the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
 
Figure 35.  Satellite image of Hurricane Lili in the Gulf of Mexico (10/2/2002 16:44 UTC). 
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Figure 36 shows the paths and associated wind strengths of both storms in the 
northern Gulf of Mexico. Tropical Storm Isidore traveled along the path which paralleled the 
array including NDBC buoy 42001 and 420041, and WAVCIS stations CSI 5, CSI 6 and CSI 
11. The track of Hurricane Lili followed the array of NDBC buoy 42001, 42041 and CSI 3. 
As shown in the Figure 36, Hurricane Lili dropped in strength from a category four hurricane 
to a category three hurricane during two hours between 7:00 UTC to 9:00 UTC and 
continued to degrade to a category 2 hurricane before 11:00 UTC on October 3rd. It kept its 
category two strength and passed over CSI 3 and made landfall. Recently, using WAVCIS 
wind data, the Tropical Prediction Center downgraded Lili to a category one storm at 
Landfall. Isidore maintained its tropical storm strength throughout the study area.  The 
forward speed of Tropical Storm Isidore was slower than Hurricane Lili in the northern 
central Gulf of Mexico, i.e., 23.5 km per hour and 27.4 km per hour respectively. 
5.1.2. Data Acquisition During Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore  
  During the passages of Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore, all five operational 
WAVCIS stations collected continuous time series of waves, currents, sea surface 
temperature, barometric pressure, water depth and meteorological information. The latter 
includes barometric pressure, air temperature, wind speed, and wind direction.  In addition to 
those data, station CSI 3 also recorded directional spectra, current profile, visibility, and 
humidity.   
  Some data were lost at CSI 3 and CSI 6 during Hurricane Lili. At CSI 6, data from 
the pressure sensor, current sensor and sea surface temperature sensor were lost near the peak 
of Hurricane Lili due to a broken cable which connected the sensors under water.  Partial 
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Figure 36. Storm tracks around WAVCIS stations during the 2002 hurricane season. 
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data were lost at CSI 3 due to insufficient power supply for operating the sensors and 
computer on the platform 7 hours after hurricane passage.   
5.2. WAVCIS and NDBC Response to the Storms 
As mentioned in previous sections, the track of Tropical Storm Isidore approximately 
followed the array of NDBC 42001, NDBC 42041 and CSI 6, CSI 5 and CSI 11 and the track 
of Hurricane Lili followed the station array of NDBC 42001, 42041 and CSI 3. Therefore, by 
examining the data measured from these stations, the spatial and temporal patterns of the 
hydrodynamic and meteorological variation and response due to these two storms can be 
revealed. 
5.2.1. Spatial Response 
 
Hurricane Lili arrived at NDBC buoy 42001 at 20:00 UTC on October 2nd, 2002. The 
minimum barometric pressure and maximum sustained wind recorded at that station were 
956.1 mb and 47 m/s respectively. Lili produced 11.2 meters significant wave height at the 
time when the storm passed over the buoy. Hurricane Lili continued to travel north north-
west at a speed of 27 km/hr. It took 7 hours for the center of Hurricane Lili to reach NDBC 
buoy 42041. The recorded information at 42041 showed that the sustained wind speed had 
decreased to 29 m/s and the barometric pressure had been increased to 984 mb. From both 
wind speed and barometric pressure, it showed the storm strength decreased. But the 
significant wave height at that station was 12.3 meters which was higher than at NDBC 
42001.  
The center of Hurricane Lili continued to travel at an average speed of 28.8 km/hr 
from NDBC 42041 to CSI 3. At 13:00 UTC on October 3rd, 2002, the center of Hurricane 
Lili arrived at CSI 3. The maximum sustained wind speed measured at this station was 32.25 
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m/s with wind gusts of 40.5 m/s.  These occurred at 11:00 UTC which was 2 hours before the 
center passed over. This indicated the radius of maximum wind was approximately equal to 
the distance the storm would travel 2 hours. The lowest pressure, 962.2 mb, and the 
maximum significant wave height,  2.7 m, occurred at 13:00 UTC right at the time the center 
of hurricane passed over.  Figure 37  shows the time series of measured significant wave 
heights (a), barometric pressure (b) and sustained wind speed (c) at NDBC buoy 42001, 
42041 and CSI 3 during Hurricane Lili.    
By examining the data of barometric pressure and sustained wind speed provided by    
NDBC buoys and WAVCIS stations in Figure 37, in the northern Gulf of Mexico, between 
NDBC 42001 and NDBC 42041, one can see that the strength of Hurricane Lili decreased. 
After it passed over NDBC 42041, the hurricane was getting stronger. The track of hurricane 
movement speed also increased.  The highest significant wave occurring at NDBC buoy 
42041 may be attributed to longer wind duration and the more swells from south. This result 
may contradict the general conclusion from National Tropical Prediction Center which 
described the hurricane was continuously decreasing as it approached the coast. 
CSI 6 and CSI 5 were located on the east side of the track of Hurricane Lili. They 
were 100 and 110 kilometers away from the track respectively. The maximum sustained 
wind speed occurred when the distance between the storm track and the stations were the 
smallest.  At CSI 6, the maximum sustained wind speed, 31 m/s, occurred at 5:00 UTC on 
October 3rd.  The peak sustained wind speed of 26 m/s occurred at 7:00 UTC on October 3rd  
for CSI 5. The lowest barometric pressure readings occurred 2-3 hours after the maximum 
wind. Recorded pressure at CSI 6 and CSI 5 were  998 and 999 mb respectively. They were 
36 mb higher than the barometric pressure recorded at CSI 3. At CSI 11, the lowest 
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Figure 37. Comparison of significant wave height (a), barometric pressure (b) and sustained wind 
speed (c) from CSI 3, NDBC 42041 and NDBC 42001. 
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barometric pressure recorded was 995 mb which was 2 hours after CSI 5 measured its lowest 
reading. The maximum sustained wind speed continued to decrease farther inland and it was 
22.5 m/s at CSI 11.  
The array composed of NDBC 42001, 42041 and CSI 6, CSI 5 and CSI 11 was 
parallel to the track of Tropical Storm Isidore. As shown in Figure 36, all WAVCIS stations 
were located on the left side of the track. NDBC buoy 42001 was on the right side of the 
track and NDBC buoy 42041 was located on the track. The gigantic storm was loosely 
organized and persisted as a tropical storm when it passed over the study area. The unique 
information measured at these stations can be used for examining the spatial variation of 
Tropical Storm Isidore’s impact on the coast. 
Figure 38 displays the significant wave heights (a), barometric pressure (b) and 
sustained wind speed (c) measured from these stations located in this array during the period 
of Tropical Storm Isidore passage. The measured sustained wind speed from these 6 stations 
persisted at 15-20 m/s during the storm passage. There were no clear peaks. The maximum 
When this loosely organized storm passed NDBC 42001, the storm showed persisted 
barometric pressure less than 995 mb and sustained this pressure for 20 hours starting at 8:00 
UTC on September 25th to 3:00 UTC on September 26th, 2002. The minimum pressure 
reading of 990.4 mb occurred 21:00 UTC on September 25th.   
The barometric pressure for NDBC 42041 shown in Figure 38 demonstrates the 
similar flat trough pattern as NDBC 42001 but it became lower. The pressure reading less 
than 995 mb had the similar duration as at NDBC buoy 42001, but the lowest reading was 
989 mb which occurred at 5:00 UTC on September 26th. When the storm passed over NDBC 
42041 at 1:00 UTC, the sustained wind speed recorded at this station was less than 1 m/s. 
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The lower wind speeds associated with the lower barometric pressure indicated the eye of the 
storm was right on the station at that moment.  The closer the station was to the land, the 
lower the barometric pressure the station measured.  
 Unlike Lili, the barometric curve for Isidore shows the wide flat trough during the 
period of storm passage. This was because the storm had no well defined center. The radius 
of the storm center was relative ly large. The WAVCIS stations showed that significant wind 
speeds were higher than those at NDBC buoys. The barometric pressures were lower than at 
NDBC buoys. The lower pressure readings and higher sustained wind speed indicated the 
storm strength increased when Tropical Storm Isidore was approaching coast.  
The significant wave heights measured from both NDBC buoys were over 6 meters for 
Isidore. As mentioned previously, these two buoys are located at the depths of 1500 meters 
and 3000 meters. Therefore, the waves were fully developed without any shoaling effects.  
At CSI 6 at a depth of 20 meters, measured significant wave heights were up to 5  meters. At 
CSI 5, 2.2 meter significant wave heights were measured. There were no significant 
reduction in storm strength when the storm passed over these stations. The reason for wave 
height reduction was the water depth. In Terrebonne Bay, water depths are shallow.  During 
the passage of Isidore, the peak significant wave heights measured at CSI 11 was   0.8 m. 
Two reasons can be used to explain wave height reduction in this area. One is that the 
shallow water attenuated most of the wave energy by shoaling effects. The second reason is 
that a significant amount of refractive scattering and bottom dissipation occurred at Cat 
Island Pass separating the Isles Dernieres and Timbalier Island. 
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Figure 38. Comparison of  significant wave height (a), barometric pressure (b) and sustained wind 
speed  (c) from the stations on the array Tropical Storm Isidore track. 
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5.2.2. Temporal Response 
With continuous measurement of hydrodynamic and meteorological information from 
the WAVCIS stations, the variation of storm response in the time domain can also be 
examined. The track of Hurricane Lili was very close to CSI 3 station and the track of 
Tropical Storm Isidore was very near to CSI 5. Therefore, the temporal variation pattern of 
these two storms can be illustrated using the data from both stations.   
Figure 39  demonstrates the sustained wind speed (a), gust (b) and wind direction (c), which 
spanned the time periods of Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili passage at CSI 3.  On 
September 22nd, 2002, four days before Tropical Storm Isidore made landfall in Louisiana, 
CSI 3 began to detect the storm system. At that time, the center of the storm was located 
between Cuba and the Yucatan peninsula. Wind speed began to increase and wind direction 
changed from south-west to north east. The north-east wind gradually increased to 19 m/s  
four days prior to the storm arrival. After the storm passage, the direction gradually changed 
to north north-west wind and the sustained wind speed quickly decreased to 5 m/s or less 
within 24 hours. Compared with wind impact, the barometric pressure started to decrease 
only one day before the storm arrival (Figure 40 (d)). It took 24 hours for the barometric 
pressure to reach the minimum value of 992 mb.  
As shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40, Hurricane Lili started to impact CSI 3 in the 
evening of October 2nd. Unlike Tropical Storm Isidore, the impact of Hurricane Lili on CSI 3 
was evident in terms of wind speed and barometric pressure simultaneously.  With the wind 
speed rapidly increasing, the barometric pressure rapidly decreased. The maximum wind 
speed, 32 m/s, occurred at 11:00 UTC on October 3rd. The north-east wind turned to a west 
wind after the storm passed. 
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Figure 39. Major meteorological parameters measured at CSI 3 for both TS Isidore and H. 
Lili passages. 
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The air temperature fluctuated with time during these two storms (Figure 40 (a)). 
Superimposed change, the air temperature showed a decreasing trend during Tropical Storm 
Isidore. The lowest air temperature of 21.5 ºC occurred at the time of the lowest pressure. An 
approximately 8 ºC decrease occurred within 5 days during the storm activity. The air 
temperature associated with Hurricane Lili dropped 5 ºC within a few hours. 
As shown in Figure 40 (b,c), both storms also had a strong impact on visibility and 
humidity during their passages.  During fair weather condition, visibility usua lly reached the 
maximum values the sensor can detect. The maximum value the sensor can detect at CSI 3 
was approximately 16 km.  During Tropical Storm Isidore, on September 25th, one day 
before storm passage, the visibility started to fall. It fluctuated and reached a minimum value 
of 2 km before the lowest pressure occurred. After the storm made landfall, the visibility 
increased and returned to a maximum value. The visibility variation caused by Hurricane Lili 
was very different than Tropical Storm Isidore and some 11 hours before the storm arrival, 
the visibility rapidly decreased. The lower reading was sustained over 10 hours reaching the 
minimum value of 19 m 4 hours before the center arrived. When the center of the hurricane 
passed over, the visibility increased to 10 km. With the rear part of the storm passing over the 
station, visibility started to decrease again to a minimum of 98 meters and returned to normal 
after the storm passed. 
 High humidity associated with the storms can be shown at CSI 3. During the passage 
of Tropical Storm Isidore, the value was consistently over 90 %. The humidity during 
Hurricane Lili reached a value of 99% when the center was nearby the station, and it dropped 
rapidly to 80 % after the storm passed over.  
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Figure 40. Major meteorological information measured at CSI 3 during two storms. 
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 The meteorological information shown in Figure 41 was measured at CSI 5.  The data 
show a similar pattern as shown in Figure 39 and 43 for CSI 3 except for the different 
variation values in time series for both storms. Compared with CSI 3, the sustained wind 
speed and gust at CSI 5 for Tropical Storm Isidore was not  much stronger  although it was 
much closer to the track. The maximum gust and maximum sustained wind speed were 22 
m/s and 19 m/s respectively. They were similar at CSI 3, because of the size of Isidore. The 
only distinct difference was the wind direction. For Isidore, the wind direction rapidly rotated 
from northeast to west after the storm passage. The lowest barometric pressure reading at 
CSI 5 was 985 which was 7 mb lower than the reading at CSI 3.    
Similar to CSI 3, after 5 days of calm weather, Hurricane Lili started to impact CSI 5 
station on October 2nd. The sustained wind speed and gust reached 26 m/s and 31 m/s 
respectively.    It took almost one day to change the wind direction from east to south west. 
The air temperature dropped almost 5 ºC after the storm passage. The air temperature was 
clearly affected by both storms at this location. The lowest barometric pressure reading was 
999 mb.   
From the information provided by these two stations,  it is apparent that although  the 
strength of Tropical Storm Isidore was weaker than Hurricane Lili, it had a longer life span in 
the Gulf of Mexico and from a meteorologically perspective, impacted a larger area of 
coastal Louisiana. These impacts were evident in both winds and temperatures, as well as the  
hydrodynamics which will be discussed in the following section. Hurricane Lili demonstrated 
concentrated energy within a short period of time and a smaller area of impact. This resulted 
in the measured values impacted by Lili showing rapid change within the short time period 
and short distance. 
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Figure 41. Time series of sustained wind speed (a), gust (b), wind direction (c), air 
temperature (d) and barometric pressure (e) measured at CSI 5 for both storms. (Figure 
Cont’d.). 
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 Figure 41. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Table 11 displays the sustained wind speed, gust, significant wave he ight, barometric 
pressure and water level change with corresponding times from all WAVCIS stations and 
NDBC buoys during these two storms. From these data it is apparent that at NDBC buoys, 
the maximum wind speed, maximum significant wave height and lowest barometric pressure 
occurred at the same time for Hurricane Lili. However, at nearshore WAVCIS stations, the 
maximum sustained wind speed always occurred several hours before the peak significant 
wave height and lower pressure. In contrast, for Tropical Storm Isidore, the peak wave height 
occurred before the maximum wind speed for the WAVCIS stations as well as NDBC buoy 
42041. This may indicate that for Isidore, the majority of wave energy had arrived before 
storm arrival at the nearshore regions while for Hurricane Lili the peak energy arrived after 
the hurricane had passed.   
5.2.3. Radius of Maximum Wind for Hurricane Lili 
The radius of maximum wind, Rw, is defined as the radial distance from the storm 
center to the region of maximum wind speed. The hydrodynamics during the hurricane are 
related to this value. The Rw has also been used extensively in deep water wave studies (Hsu 
and Y. Zhang, 1998). Rw can be estimated by a pressure gradient of a hurricane. The method 
used to estimate the radius of maximum wind was based on the relationship of barometric 
pressures between the center of the storm and the pressure on the periphery of the storm. 
Schloemer (1954) proposed a relationship that can be expressed as:   
rRwe
PoPn
PoP /-=
-
-
  (5.2.3.1) 
where Rw is the radius of maximum wind. P is the pressure at a point located at a distance r 
from the storm center, Pn is the pressure at the outskirts of the storm, and Po is the central
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Table 11. Characteristics of the waves, winds and barometric pressure for H. Lili and T.S. Isidore. 
Hurricane Lili Tropical Storm Isidore  
Station Sus. Wind Spd (m/s) 
Gust (m/s) 
Time (UTC) 
Sig. Wave (m) 
Time (UTC) 
Pressure (mb) 
Time (UTC) 
surge (m) 
Time (UTC) 
Sus. Wind spd (m/s) 
Gust (m/s) 
Time (UTC) 
Sig. Wave (m) 
Time (UTC) 
Pressure (mb) 
Time (UTC) 
surge (m) 
Time (UTC) 
CSI 3 32.25 
40.5 
10/3 11:00 
2.7 
10/3 13:00 
962.2 
10/3 13:00 
1.36 
10/3 15:00 
19.23 
22.99 
9/26 9:00 
1.2 
9/25 5:00 
991.7 
9/29 9:00 
-0.45 
9/26 15:00 
CSI 11 22.48 
27.19 
10/3 9:00 
1.8 
10/3 10:00 
994.5 
10/3 9:00 
1.26 
10/3 11:00 
17.56 
21.65 
9/26 6:00 
0.79 
9/26 6:00 
981.8 
9/26 8:00 
0.46 
9/26 2:00 
CSI 5 25.64 
30.75 
10/3  7:00 
2.78 
10/3 11:00 
999 
10/3 9-10:00 
0.9 
10/3 9:00 
18.55 
22.3 
9/26 2:00 
2.35 
9/26 1:00 
985 
9/26 7:00 
0.36 m 
9/26  2:00 
CSI 6 30.7 
35.7 
10/3/ 5:00 
6.1 
10/3 6:00 
997.5 
10/3 8:00 
--- 
--- 
20.02 
23.01t 
9/26 12:00 
5.1 
9/25 22:00 
986.3 
9/26 8:00 
--- 
--- 
NDBC 
42041 
29 
--- 
10/3 3:00 
12.3 
10/3 3:00 
984 
10/3 3:00 
--- 
--- 
17 
--- 
9/26 7:00 
6.1-6.4 
9/25 
11-19:00 
988.6 
9/26 5:00 
--- 
--- 
NDBC 
42001 
47 
--- 
10/2 20:00 
11.2 
10/2 20:00 
956.1 
10/2 20:00 
--- 
--- 
20-22 
--- 
9/24 22:00-9/25 4:00 
6.1 
9/25 6:00 
990.4 
9/25 21:00 
--- 
--- 
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pressure. The average barometric pressure 1013 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1984) was 
used in this calculation.  This relationship was evaluated by Hsu at el. (1998; 2000). Their 
research  indicated that for a total of 59 hurricanes spanning the period 1893 through 1979 
and impacting U.S. coastlines, the mean Rw is 34 km for a category 1 hurricane. For category 
2, 3, and 4 hurricanes, they are 46, 51 and 48 km respectively. The mean Rw is 19 km for a 
category 5 hurricane.   
The time series selected for estimating the Rw  started at 7:00 UTC on October 3rd, 
2002, and extended for  5 hours until the storm made landfall.  The end time selected was at 
15:00 UTC when Lili had made landfall. The storm was hurricane strength during this 
period. Using GIS, the distances between CSI 3 and the center of the hurricane were 
computed. Using pressure values of a storm center provided by National Tropical Prediction 
Center for every two hour intervals, combined with the barometric data provided by 
WAVCIS stations, the radius of maximum wind was calculated  at every two hour intervals 
when the center of Hurricane Lili was near CSI 3.  
At 7:00 UTC, the center of Hurricane Lili was 123 km away from CSI 3. The 
calculated radius of maximum wind was 33 km. The value increased to 37-40 km as it 
approached CSI 3. At 15:00 UTC, approximately one hour after landfall, the radius of 
maximum wind was 52 km.   Hurricane Lili passed over CSI 3 at 13:00 UTC then made 
landfall at approximately 14:00 UTC. The recorded lowest barometric pressure at CSI 3 and 
the center of the hurricane at that time were similar. The difference of these two values may 
exceed the error that the pressure sensor produced. Therefore, at 13:00 UTC, the radius of 
maximum wind can not be calculated.  
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Table 12 shows a summary of estimated radius of maximum winds. The overall range 
when Hurricane Lili  was near the Louisiana coast before it made landfall was 33-40 km. 
These values were smaller than the mean value of 51 km for category 3 conducted by Hsu et 
al. (2000). and may be attributed to the compact nature of Hurricane Lili. After the storm 
made landfall, the Rw increased to 51 km when it became a category 2 hurricane. This value 
is similar to  the mean value of 46 km for category 2 hurricanes (Hsu et al. 2000). 
From the time series of wind speed measured at CSI 3, the value of Rw calculated 
above can be approved acceptable. At 11:00 UTC, the distance of the center of the hurricane 
was approximately 42 km. Therefore CSI 3 should have been located within this radius.  
Maximum wind speed was observed at 11:00 UTC.  
 
Table 12. Radius of maximum wind calculated for Hurricane Lili near CSI 3.  
Time (UTC) Pressure 
at CSI 3 
(mb) 
Storm Central 
Pressure 
(mb) 
Distance 
between CSI03 
and Storm (km) 
Radius of 
maximum wind 
(km) 
7:00 
10/3/2002 
999.67 956 123 33 
9:00 
10/3/2002 
991.19 957 80 40 
11:00  
10/3/2002 
982.44 960 42.5 37 
13:00  
10/3/2002 
962.16 962 19.5 ___ 
15:00  
10/3/2002 
982.36 965 51.5 52 
 
5.2.4. Sea-surface Temperature 
For years scientists have known of the strong correlation between sea surface 
temperature and the intensity of hurricanes. Warm ocean temperatures fuel hurricanes.  
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Palmen (1948) originally noted that warm, pre-existing sea surface temperatures in excess of  
26ºC are a necessary, yet insufficient, condition for generating the tropical cyclone. After the 
storm is generated, a passing storm can draw some energy from warm water as it passes. In 
addition, it also stirs it, mixing it with cooler water from below and lowering the temperature 
of the surface. Therefore, sea surface temperature change is an important aspect in research 
of hurricane activity. One of the major stumbling blocks for forecasters has been the precise 
measurement of those temperatures when a storm passes over. A traditional temperature 
measurement technique using satellite imagery techniques for sea surface temperature is 
limited in application because the sensors cannot see through clouds during hurricane 
passages.  
Figure 42 illustrates a time series of near sea surface temperature variation for CSI 3, 
CSI 5 and CSI 11 during Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili. The near sea surface 
temperature at CSI 3 was approximately 32 ºC on September 22, 2002 before Tropical Storm 
Isidore impacted the site (Figure 42 (a)). Sea surface temperature started to decrease and 
reached a minimum of 26 ºC after Isidore made landfall on September 26. In the following 
week, the sea surface temperature gradually recovered back to 30 ºC on October 2nd. When 
the eye of Hurricane Lili still was 600 km away from CSI 3, sea temperature started to 
decrease again. The maximum decreasing rate occurred when the storm center entered the 
continental shelf which was located approximately 250 km south of the sensor. Before the 
system passed over CSI 3, within 20 hours, the sea surface temperature decreased 3 ºC, and 
reached the minimum value of 27 ºC after it passed over the station. 
    Unlike at CSI 3, the sea surface temperature at CSI 5 had a large fluctuation for  
Tropical Storm Isidore (Figure 42-b). The greatest decreasing rate occurred before the storm 
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Figure 42. Sea surface temperature for CSI 3 (a), CSI 5 (b) and CSI 11 (c). 
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crossed over the station. The accumulated sea surface temperature drop was 5 ºC. Similar as 
at CSI 3, sea surface temperature at CSI 5 was much smaller than Isidore, with only two 
degrees difference due to the storm.  
 CSI 11 shows the largest sea surface fluctuation with Tropical Storm Isidore (Figure 
42-c). Sea surface temperature decreased 7 ºC due to the storm. Also, the minimum value 
occurred one day later than offshore stations CSI 3 and CSI 5. Hurricane Lili caused two 
degrees difference in sea surface temperature at the station.     
Other stations demonstrated similar sea surface temperature variations. Table 13 
summarizes the sea temperature variation from all stations. For Tropical Storm Isidore, the 
maximum temperature drop of 7 ºC and 6 ºC occurred at CSI 11 and CSI 3 respectively. CSI 
6 showed the lowest variation of sea surface temperature for both storms, and CSI 3 and CSI 
11 showed highest variation. The NDBC buoys demonstrated a constant temperature 
 
Table 13.  Summary of sea surface temperature change for WAVCIS and NDBC stations. 
Station Before 
Isidore 
(ºC) 
After 
Isidore   
(ºC) 
Temperature 
drop          
(ºC) 
Before 
Lili 
(ºC) 
After 
Lili   
(ºC) 
Temperature 
drop          
(ºC) 
CSI 3 32 26 6 30 27 3 
CSI 5 31.7 26.7 5 30 28 2 
CSI 6 30.5 29.4 1 30 29 1 
CSI 11 32 25 7 30 28 2 
NDBC 42041 30 28.2 2 28.5 27 1.5 
NDBC 42001 29.5 27.8 2 28.2 26 2 
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decrease of approximately 2 ºC for both storms. Compared to deep water buoys, all the near 
shore stations showed higher sea surface temperatures before the storm passages and also had 
a larger reduction in sea surface temperature after storm passage. 
In summary, the surface temperatures in the areas of western inner shelf and interior 
bay are more sensitive to storms activities than the central Gulf. This may result from the 
shallow water with less heat capacity. Tropical Storm Isidore had stronger impacts on the 
change of sea surface temperature on the inner shallow continental shelf. Although the 
strength of Hurricane Lili was much greater than Isidore, the sea surface variation shown at 
all WAVCIS stations was small. This indicates that the storm duration is more important than 
the strength for affecting the sea surface temperature in shallow water.  
5.3. Hydrodynamics Response 
5.3.1. Waves 
Historically, in the Gulf of Mexico, the observed waves generated by hurricanes, 
especially, the measured wave information near the center of a hurricane, have been reported 
from NDBC buoys. The observations of shallow water storm waves are relatively sparse. The 
track of Hurricane Lili passed over CSI 3 and Tropical Storm Isidore traversed along the 
array of CSI 6, CSI 5 and CSI 11. In this section the author will examine the spatial and 
temporal variation of shallow water waves generated by both Tropical Storm Isidore and 
Hurricane Lili. The author also will analyze the evolution of the directional wave spectrum 
generated by both storms at CSI 3 as well as the non-directional spectra at the other 
WAVCIS stations and NDBC buoys. 
The non-directional waves were calculated from the pressures reading measured by a 
Parascientific Pressure Transducer deployed at each station using the methods discussed in 
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Section 4.2. The time series of significant wave height, average wave period, and peak wave 
period were shown in Figures 43, 44, 45, and 46 for CSI 3, CSI 5, CSI 6 and CSI 11 
respectively. The time period spanned from September 21st, 2002 to October 5th, 2002. It 
covered passages of both Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili.  
For Tropical Storm Isidore, the significant wave heights at all offshore stations started 
to gradually increase on September 22, 2002 and reached a maximum value on the 26th. For 
the offshore stations, the diagram shows two peaks during Tropical Storm Isidore. The wave 
heights were higher in the second peak for all offshore stations. Both mean wave period and 
peak wave period displayed multiple peaks. The mean and peak wave period rapidly 
increased from the 21st through the next few days for all stations.  For CSI 3, the mean period 
reached a maximum value of 9 seconds on the 22nd and decreased during the storm passage 
and increased again after the storm passage. The maximum value of peak period, 14 seconds, 
occurred on the 26th  right at the time of the storm passage. This indicated at CSI 3, during 
the peak of the storm, the north wind driven waves significantly reduced the mean wave 
period. The mean period curve at CSI 3 for the first peak was smoother than those at CSI 5 
and CSI 6. Combined with lower wave height and longer mean period generated by Isidore, 
it may be an evident that the muddy environment effectively attenuated waves and filtered 
out the waves with higher frequency.   
 During Tropical Storm Isidore, at CSI 5, the first peak of mean wave period was 
higher than the second peak, but the maximum peak wave period at the first peak was lower 
than the second one. Similar pattern are shown at CSI 3. At CSI 6 , the maximum value of 
both peak and mean period occurred during the second peak which was on the 26th. This 
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Figure 43. Time series of significant wave height (a), mean (b) and peak (c) wave period at  
CSI03 for both storms. 
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Figure 44. Time series of significant wave height (a), mean (b) and peak (c) wave period at  
CSI05 for both storms. 
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Figure 45. Time series of significant wave height (a), mean (b) and peak (c) wave period at  
CSI06 for both storms. 
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Figure 46. Time series of significant wave height (a), mean (b) and peak (c) wave period at  
CSI11 for both storms. 
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 indicated in the area closer to the shoreline that the longer period swell impact was relatively 
stronger than the wind driven waves. 
The first peak is due to the swells propagated from a distant area in the southern Gulf 
of Mexico.  The hurricane generated waves which moved out radially as they dispersed. The 
group velocity of swell was high so that they reached the station early and caused the mean 
period to increase rapidly in the first several days. By using linear wave theory, this 
explanation can be proven.  Assuming the deep water wave propagated at the period of 10-12 
seconds, the group velocity would be 7.8 - 9.5 meter/second (Based on equations 4.1.5 and 
4.1.11). The distance between CSI 6 and entrance of the Gulf of Mexico is about 950 Km. 
Therefore, it would take 28-34 hours for the swells to travel to CSI 5. Tropical Storm Isidore 
entered the Gulf of Mexico at 00:00 UTC on September 21st. Therefore, the time that the 
WAVCIS station started to feel the waves on September 22nd, 2002 can be explained. 
As the storm made landfall in Yucatan Peninsula on September 23rd, a lower amount 
of waves were generated. It resulted in less swell travel to the Louisiana coast. WAVCIS 
stations reflected this landfall in both significant wave heights and wave periods. Starting on 
23rd of September, the wave heights and periods started to decrease. On September 24th, 
2002, both wave height and period reached the trough points for CSI 3, CSI 5 and CSI 6.  
Waves started to increase again after Isidore re-entered the Gulf of Mexico. Because 
the mixture of swells and wind driven waves when Isidore was traveling northward, for CSI 
3 and CSI 5, the higher significant wave heights were associated with the lower mean wave 
period. The wave height reached a maximum value when the storm passed over this station 
on September 26. The waves recorded at CSI 11 were minimal. The time series did not show 
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the dual peaks for this storm. The shallow water and barrier island efficiently reduced 
offshore swell. 
The wind speed curves (Figures 39, 41) did not show any bi-modal distribution for 
the time period September 21st to September 27th. This further confirmed that fluctuations 
evident on the wave height curve in coastal Louisiana during the Isidore period was caused 
by the landfall of Isidore along the Yucatan Peninsula. 
Although all of the offshore stations showed similar patterns in response to Tropical 
Storm Isidore, each station had different values of wave height and period. CSI 6 showed a 
peak significant wave height of 5 meters. The peak significant wave height at CSI 11 was 
only 0.8 meter. CSI 5 and CSI 3 recorded 2.5 meters and 1.7 meters peak significant wave 
height respectively. This resulted from the shoaling effect of the waves. After the storm 
passage, all waves at all stations decreased rapidly, whereas the offshore swell continued to 
arrive along the coast. Therefore, the decreasing of wave period was much slower than the 
wave height. It was also apparent that the peak wave height occurred several hours before the 
storm moved over the station. 
Hurricane Lili entered the Gulf of Mexico in the evening of October 1st 2002. By 
October 2nd, the wave period started to increase and the biggest increasing rate started in the 
evening of October 2nd. This was the time the offshore swell arrived and the recorded greatest 
significant wave height at CSI 3 was 2.7 m at 13:00UTC on October 3rd when the center of 
the hurricane passed over.  The peak significant wave height for CSI 5 and CSI 6 were 2.8 
and 6.1 m. At CSI 11, a peak significant wave height of 1.8 meters was recorded. Station CSI 
3, CSI 5 and CSI 11 are located in very shallow water, and waves were depth limited.  The 
measured significant wave height of 2.7 meters at CSI 3 was close to the maximum value 
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which can be developed at this location assuming the McCowan (1894) criterion. The waves 
at CSI 11 and CSI 5, during Hurricane Lili, underwent significant wave breaking. After the 
storm passed, both period and wave height decreased rapidly.  
While analyzing wave periods for Tropical Storm Isidore, another interesting 
phenomenon was noted. For all offshore stations, the peak wave periods of Hurricane Lili 
were higher than Isidore, but the mean periods were lower than Isidore. This was due to the 
difference in wave spectra for both storms and will be discussed in more detail in the next 
several sections. 
There is very limited data on wave spectra describing hurricane generated wave fields 
(DiMarco et al., 1995; Forristall et al., 1978).  The wave spectra obtained for Hurricane Lili 
and Tropical Storm Isidore have been measured and calculated hourly from WAVCIS 
stations and NDBC buoys. A group of waves from different directions and with different 
amplitudes and periods can be differentiated from the directional wave spectrum measured 
by the ADCP at CSI 3.  The results derived from the directional spectrum revealed the 
interaction of swells and wind driven waves during the storm development period.  
 The sea and swell usually can be distinguished by the distribution of wave energy 
which can be interpreted from the directional spectrum. Generally speaking, near coastal 
areas, long period waves represent that the swell propagated from a distant area far offshore.  
Higher frequency waves can be considered waves generated by local winds. The NDBC uses 
0.15 to 0.2 Hz frequency as the separation criterion to estimate swells and wind-waves 
(Figure 47). Based on the analysis of data measured from the WAVCIS stations, this 
separation frequency can be reasonably applied to coastal Louisiana. During the passages of 
two storms at CSI 3, the separation criteria can be confirmed by using the directional 
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information acquired from the ADCP.  Swells and wind-waves can also be clearly identified 
by differences in propagation direction. The swell usually propagates from the south due to 
the refraction whereas the wind-waves are parallel to the blowing direction of winds.  
The track of Tropical Storm Isidore was on the east side of CSI 3, 160 kilometers 
away. The closest location was 160 kilometer which occurred at 9:00 UTC on September 
26th, 2002. The author used 18 steps of time in Figure 48 to examine the directional 
spectrum evolution for the development of Tropical Storm Isidore. 
 
Figure 47.   A typical wave spectrum showing the separation frequency and the distribution 
of swell and wind-seas energy with frequency (NOAA, 2002 ). 
 
Starting at 18:00 UTC on September 21st, as discussed in the previous section, CSI03 
started to record the arrival of swells. Figure 48(a)  shows the swell was from south 
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southeast. These swells were generated on the outskirts of the storm’s eye. Examining the 
wind field in Figure 38, at that time, shows a week east wind. The directional spectrum 
shows that high frequency waves were from the east. The directional spectrum in Figure 
48(b)  was at 6:00 on September 23rd which was selected for representing the first peak of 
swell development.  At this time, the southern incoming swells dominated the area. At the 
same time, the northeast wind generated very high frequency waves from the northeast. 
Figure 48(c) was selected at 9:00 UTC on September 24th. It represented a period when the 
swell had been diminished and energy dominated in the higher frequency band. From this  
moment on, swell started to increase and persisted energy until the storm made landfall at 
7:00 UTC on September 26th shown in Figure 48 (l). Henceforth, wind waves persisted at 
the same strengths and only changed direction. The swell started to decrease. At 9:00 UTC 
on September 26th, the station measured the lowest pressure which indicated at this time, the 
center of the storm was over the station. The dominant waves were northwest. During the 
period from 12:00 UTC on 25th (Figure 48 (d)) to 7:00 UTC on the 26th (Figure 48 (l)), the 
wind waves rotated counter-clockwise with the change in wind direction. Figure 48 (m) (8:00 
UTC, September 26th) to Figure 48 ( r) (15:00 UTC, September 26th) show the period 
during which the storm made landfall. Swell continued to diminish and the direction of wind 
waves changed to the west at 15:00 UTC, on September 26. For Tropical Storm Isidore, the 
separation of swells and wind waves were clearly distinct throughout the entire period.  
The northern, northeast and northwest winds were dominant during the entire wave 
development period. These winds opposing the swell may have produced some loss in swell 
energy. However, the swell profile in deep water is low and gentle, and thus waves do not  
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Figure 48. Selected 18 time steps (a-r) of directional spectrum during T.S. Isidore at CSI 3. 
(Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 48. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 48. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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offer much form drag to an opposing wind. The loss of energy due to opposing winds is 
probably negligible (Komar 1998).  
Unlike Tropical Storm Isidore, Hurricane Lili was a fast moving storm in the Gulf of 
Mexico. It was a much stronger storm and the track of the system’s center was very close to 
CSI 3.  The author selected 18 steps of different time periods to examine the evolution of the 
directional spectrum due to this storm.   
Figure 49 (a) represents the directional spectrum at 12:00 UTC on October 2nd, 25 
hours before the storm made landfall. At this time, CSI 3 clearly shows the short period 
waves from the southeast. These waves may be considered as shorter period swell propagated 
from offshore. Because the wind was blowing from the northeast, corresponding, higher 
frequency wind waves were shown on the edge of the northeast east quadrant in this figure.  
Six hours later at 18:00 UTC, shown in Figure 49 (b), the wave period started to 
increase but wave energy did not increase dramatically. The wave direction was rotating 
from the south. During the next 3 hours, wave period continued to increase. At 21:00 UTC, 
CSI 3 encountered several different groups of swell (Figure 49 (c)). For the next several time 
steps (Figure 49(d-I), the swells continued to grow. Wind waves started to increase. The 
direction of waves started from the southeast and rotated to the northeast. Before the storm 
passed over CSI 3, both swells and wind waves started to converge in the same direction, and 
at the time the storm passed over the station at 13:00 UTC, both wind waves and swells came 
from the same direction, namely south east  (Figure 49 (k)). The wave energy spectrum 
spread over the entire frequency region. Multiple peaks appeared on the diagram. Waves at 
CSI 3 had different periods and amplitudes but similar approach direction and were mixed. 
This complex sea state continued until 20:00 UTM. 
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Figure 49. Selected 18 time steps (a-r)  of directional wave spectrum for H. Lili at CSI 3. 
(Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 49. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 49. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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In summary, during Tropical Storm Isidore, swell from offshore kept a southerly 
direction with only change in energy and frequency during storm development. Wind waves 
consistent ly rotated counter-clockwise. Throughout the entire development period, the 
spectrum never mixed in the entire frequency domain. The typical bi-modal non-directional 
spectrum is represented in Figure 50 (a) at 6:00 UTC on September 26. This figure shows 
that the frequency of wind wave was between 0.25 Hz and 0.35 Hz, and that the swell had a 
peak frequency at 0.075 Hz. Figure 50 (b) shows a typical spectrum for Hurricane Lili. There 
is no clear dominant peak in the frequency domain. Also, wind wave and swells were fully 
mixed, and could not be differentiated from the non-directional spectrum diagram. This was 
completely different from the spectrum calculated during Tropical Storm Isidore.  
Previous discussion of directional spectral evolution for both Tropical Storm Isidore 
and Hurricane Lili at CSI 3 can be summarized by Figure 51. This figure shows the non-
directional spectrum measured by a Paroscientific pressure sensor for the entire period at CSI 
3. For Tropical Storm Isidore, three portions of the spectrum distribution labeled as A, B, and 
C are evident. In the next several sections, periods labeled A, B/C will be referred to as first 
stage and second stage of wave development due to Isidore. As discussed previously, during 
the first stage, the dominant waves were swells generated when the center of the storm was at 
the entrance of the Gulf of Mexico between Cuba and the Yucatan Peninsula. Swell during 
the second stage was generated when Isidore entered the Gulf of Mexico on  
September 24th.  In the spectrum diagram, it is evident that the second stage of swell ended 
with a tail. This suggests that the period of swells measured at CSI 3 gradually decreased 
after the storm made landfall in Louisiana.  Period C represents wave in the second stage 
generated by local winds when the storm was close to the station. The frequency of 
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Figure 50. Typical spectrum for Tropical Storm Isidore (a, 9/26/03 6:00 UTC)  and Hurricane 
Lili (b, 10/3/03 13:00 UTC) from Station CSI 3.   
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Figure 51. Wave spectrum evolution during T.S. Isidore and H. Lili at CSI 3. 
 
 
swells ranged from 0.06-0.12 Hz. The frequency for wind waves was greater than 0.2 Hz. 
The swells and wind waves can be distinguished easily. 
For Hurricane Lili, the very long period swells arrived at CSI 3 first. The period 
ranged from 12 to 20 seconds. Immediately, the wind-driven waves and shorter period swells 
(<12 seconds)  grew. The swell and wind-driven wave components were joined within 
shorter period. It is difficult to separate them during the storm peak by this non-directional 
spectrum diagram.    
Figure 52 shows the spectral evolution at CSI 5. It has a similar spectral pattern to 
CSI 3.   Two stages of wave development for Tropical Storm Isidore was also clearly shown 
at this location, but the swell and wind-driven waves were not distinct for Hurricane Lili.  
 A                  B 
 C 
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Figure 52. Wave spectrum evolution for T.S. Isidore and H. Lili at CSI 5. 
 
This is because the track of Lili was 100 km west of this station.  At CSI 6, the spectral 
evolution during both storm passages is shown in Figure 53. Compared with Figures 51 and 
52, spectra show a similar pattern, but the energy at this station for both storms is much 
stronger.  Figure 54 shows the wave spectrum at CSI 11. At this location, the wave spectrum 
shows that the waves behaved totally different from the offshore stations, and energy was 
much lower in this area. The two-stage wave development was only displayed as a slight 
change of period for Tropical Storm Isidore. The majority of energy was located in this 
higher frequency domain. This indicated wind-driven waves were dominant in the area 
during the storms. The spectrum during Hurricane Lili demonstrated that winds were the 
dominant force for the waves also.  The peak of power density was around 0.2 Hz for Lili. 
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Figure 53. Wave spectrum evolution for T.S. Isidore and H. Lili at CSI 6. 
 
 
Figure 54. Wave spectrum evolution for T. S. Isidore and H. Lili at CSI 11 
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Figure 55 and Figure 56 show the wave spectra from NDBC buoys. They also 
illustrate two stages of wave development for Tropical Storm Isidore. One distinct difference 
from the near shore station was that the wave periods displayed in these diagrams were 
relatively lower; as the swell propagated to shallow water, more energy was lost in the higher 
frequency than in the lower frequency waves.   
In summary, both directional and non-directional spectra at different locations fully 
exhibited wave variation in both the time and space domain. During Tropical Storm Isidore, 
two stages of swell development were evident at all stations because of initial landfall at the 
Yucatan Peninsula. Longer periods can survive longer in the space domain and propagated 
further, however, they tended to survive shorter in the time domain. This resulted in the “V” 
 
Figure 55. Wave spectrum evolution for T.S. Isidore and H. Lili at NDBC buoy 42041.  
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Figure 56. Wave spectrum evolution for T.S. Isidore and H. Lili at NDBC buoy 42001. 
 
 
shape of the spectrum for each swell activity. The very unique “W” shape of spectrum for 
Tropical Storm Isidore demonstrated two swell sequences.   
Unlike the swell measured in the deep water, their propagation directions were 
roughly aligned with the track.  At CSI 3, because of the shoaling in this area, no matter of 
the track of storm orientation, the propagation direction of swell did not show any alignment 
in their originations. They were generally from the south due to the wave refraction in the 
shallow inner shelf. The swell had a strong impact on the Louisiana coast area even before 
the storm arrived. 
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5.3.2. Currents 
Before the WAVCIS program, it was difficult to acquire real time current behavior 
during storm events. Even in fair weather condition, current information was limited. 
Therefore, the systematic behavior of current during hurricanes was seldom reported. Most 
research conducted was either based on limited observation or derived from numerical 
models or other methods used to estimate current during  hurricanes. Such research includes 
Keen (1999) who studied shallow water currents during Hurricane Andrew using the 
Princeton Ocean Model. His study showed that bottom currents were greater than 0.5 m/s in 
shallow water along the track of the storm.  Murray (1998) measured strong currents (0.4 – 
0.6 m/s) during the LATEX project. Tedesco et al. (1995) estimated that Hurricane Andrew’s 
bottom current speed was over 0.9 m/s by examining the speed necessary to strip certain  
vegetation. 
The ADCP at CSI 3 measured the whole current profile throughout Tropical Storm 
Isidore and Hurricane Lili. It recorded current speed and current direction 62 cm from the 
bottom to the surface of the profile at an interval of 35 cm. The range of valid data was 
determined by overall water depth. Only the bins under the water were considered as valid 
data. The current information obtained from CSI 3 reveals the current structure and water 
circulation during both storms.  
Figure 57 shows the time series of currents from the ADCP near surface, near bottom 
and mean current speed. Figure 58 shows current direction near surface, near bottom and 
mean current direction. With Tropical Storm Isidore approaching the station before 
September 26th, the near surface current speed was below 0.5 m/s and the current direction 
rotated counterclockwise from west to south. The bottom current rotated in the opposite  
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Figure 57. Time series of near surface current speed (a), near bottom current speed (b) and 
mean current speed (c) for both storms. 
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Figure 58. Time series of near surface current direction (a), near bottom current direction (b) 
and mean current direction (c) for both storms. 
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direction from Northwest to northeast.  The bottom current speed was below 0.3 and 
continued to decrease before the storm arrival. When the storm approached the station, both 
near surface and near bottom currents rapidly increased. At 3:00 UTC, the tropical storm 
moved to the inner continental shelf. The surface current persisted at a speed of 0.7-0.8 m/s  
for over 10 hours, and reached 0.85 m/s at 9:00UTC on the 26th.  The maximum current 
speed was associated with rapid water set-down.  During this period the bottom current 
persisted at a speed of over 0.5 m/s and reached 0.55 m/s during the storm peak. Both 
directions were to southeast. 
Figure 59 shows the relationship between the directions of sea surface current, bottom 
current, sustained wind and the location of the storm center by selected hours from 9:00 UTC 
on September 25th to 18:00 UTC on September 26th, 2002.  With the storm approaching the 
coast from the central Gulf of Mexico to landfall (a-h), the wind direction always followed a 
tangent ial direction of circle with the center at the storm’s eye. The sea surface current 
direction followed the same pattern as the wind direction. As shown in Figure 59 (a-g), the 
bottom current direction rotated in an opposite way. The stronger current occurred after the 
storm crossed over the inner shelf and made landfall. Figure 59 (i- l) shows the storm had 
made landfall. The direction of both near surface currents and bottom currents were identical 
and to the south east. Winds were blowing in the same direction. More detailed current 
information can be examined in Figure 60.   
  As shown in Figure 60, the current profiles for a 24 hour period were selected, 
beginning at 18:00 UTC on September 25th, 2002 (a) through 17:00 UTC on September 
26th, 2002 (x). This period covered the time when the tropical storm entered the continental 
shelf (j) and made landfall (n). The top panels (a-x) show the current direction and speed vs.  
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Figure 59. Evolution of surface current (red), bottom current (blue) and wind (green) at CSI 3 
with the movement of  storm center (red circle) for T.S. Isidore. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 59. (Figure cont’d.). 
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water depth. The graphs clearly show that before Isidore arrival (a-j), the entire currents 
flowed to the northwest with a clockwise rotation and the speed gradually decreased. The 
near surface currents behaved differently in terms of direction and speed. Before impacted by 
the storm, the speed was much higher and the direction rotated  counter-clockwise (a-j). By 
examining the wind direction with the relationship to the center of the storm in Figure 59, it 
is evident that wind rotated counter-clockwise from east north-east to south south-east as the 
eye passed over the station. Only near surface current direction followed the rotation pattern 
of the wind direction.  
The storm crossed the outer continental shelf at 3:00 UTC (j). The current speed 
started to increase rapidly at this time. At 5:00 UTC (i), the direction of wind and current 
tended to be identical and were to the southeast. The mean velocity had increased to 0.5 m/s 
from 0.1 m/s within 4 hours. From 7:00 UTC to 15:00 UTC, the near surface current 
maintained a speed of approximately 0.8 m/s.  The storm made landfall at 7:00 UTC (n) and 
the lowest pressure occurred at CSI 3 at 9:00 UTC which indicated the closest distance from 
the storm at that time.  The maximum sea surface current speed of 0.87 m/s occurred at 7:00 
UTC and 9:00 UTC respectively. But the average current speed was much higher at 9:00 
UTC than at 7:00 UTC. The maximum water set-down happened at 15:00 UTC at which time 
the sea surface current speed reached a value of 0.86 m/s.  The southeast current was 
sustained until 20:00 UTC on the 27th for almost two days. Figure 61 shows the time series of  
current speed (a) and direction distribution (b) for the entire water column. The color 
represents the value of speed in Figure 61 (a) or direction in Figure 61 (b). For the current 
speed diagram, from dark blue to red indicates speeds from 0 to 2 meters. For Tropical Storm  
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Figure 60. Selected 24 time steps of current velocity profiles (a-x) and logarithmic velocity 
profile (A-X) during Tropical Storm Isidore. (Figure cont’d.). 
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Figure 60. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 60. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 60. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 60. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 60. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 61. Current Profile measured by ADCP for both Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane 
Lili overlaid with the water level. 
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Isidore, Figure 61 illustrates that the currents over 0.5 m/s for the entire water column were 
sustained for 11 hours and the south east current direction was sustained for almost two days. 
Hurricane Lili made landfall in Louisiana on October 3rd, 2002. The maximum near 
surface speed exceeded 1.7 m/s and near bottom speed was over 1.1 m/s coincident with the 
time the center of the hurricane passed over the station at 13:00 UTC on October 3rd. Figure 
57 and Figure 58 show that before hurricane arrival, the near surface current ranged between 
0.4-0.8 m/s. Near bottom currents were less than 0.3 m/s, and  both flowed to the west. When 
the storm approached, the surface current speed started to increase.  
Similar to Figure 59, Figure 62 shows the relationship between the direction of wind, 
sea surface current, bottom current and  storm location. The selected period was from 18:00 
UTC on October 2nd to 19:00 UTC on October 3rd, 2002. This was the period when the eye 
of Hurricane Lili was near the center of the Gulf of Mexico to 6 hours after the storm’s 
landfall. The clock-wise rotated wind was impacted by the location of the hurricane eye. The 
direction of near surface current was in between the wind direction and bottom current 
direction. When the storm arrived at the station, the current speed increased and both near 
surface current and bottom cur rent tended to flow in the same direction. After the storm made 
landfall, wind direction had less impact on the current direction. The detailed current profiles 
are illustrated in Figure 63.  
Figure 63 shows the 24 time steps of current profiles from 21:00 UTC on October 
2nd to 20:00 UTC on October 3rd, 2002. At 21:00 UTC on October 2rd (a), the storm did not 
affect the current at CSI 3. The near bottom current was almost zero and mean current 
direction was to the west. The current speed started to fluctuate at 23:00 (c). The greatest 
increasing rate started at 6:00 UTC on October 3rd (j).  At that time, Hurricane Lili began  
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Figure 62. Evolution of surface current (red), bottom current (blue) and wind (green) at CSI 3 
with the movement of  storm center (red circle) for H. Lili. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 62. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 63. Selected 24 time steps of current velocity profiles (a-x) and logarithmic velocity 
profile (A-X) during Hurricane Lili. (Figure continued). 
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Figure 63. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 63. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 63. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 63. (Figure Cont’d.). 
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Figure 63. (Figure cont’d.). 
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crossing the continental shelf. The center was 120 km away from CSI 3. Both bottom and 
surface currents started to increase rapidly. The wind direction rotated from northeast to 
northwest when it made landfall. Within 7 hours, at 13:00 UTC, both near surface current 
and near bottom current reached a maximum of 1.8 m/s and 1.1 m/s respectively (q). In the 
entire water column, the current flowed to the northwest. A speed greater than 1 m/s was 
sustained for 3 hours. With these strong currents, the water level increased 1.4 meters within 
6 hours.  
By examining Figure 62 and Figure 63 in more detail, it is evident that unlike 
Tropical Storm Isidore, the surface current direction rotated clockwise and the near bottom 
current direction rotated counter-clockwise. After the storm passed over, the current speed 
began to decrease, but still persisted in a northwest direction for 4 hours. Beginning at the 
bottom, the current started to flow to the south while the surface current still was affected by 
southwest winds (Figures 62 (l),  63(w)). Keen et al. (1999) used the Princeton Ocean Model 
to simulated both surface and bottom currents for Hurricane Andrew. For a location similar 
to CSI 3, the numerical model did not show the unique phenomena observed at CSI 3.  
Unfortunately, the ADCP was down seven hours later after the center of Hurricane 
Lili passed by due to a power supply problem. Nevertheless, it showed that the current flow 
offshore started from the south-west and turned south-east as the water level decreased 
rapidly.   
Figure 64 shows the time series variation of current and direction in the water 
column. The author compared the near surface vs. middle layer and near surface vs. near 
bottom layer. The figure shows that the period between two storms, which can be considered 
fair-weather condition, all the curves have large daily variation  for both current direction and 
current speed. For both storms, the curves have constant values relative to other periods at 
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CSI 3. The near surface current speed is about 10-25 % higher than the current in the middle. 
The maximum value was 25% higher and occurred during the storm peak. The speed ratio of 
surface vs. bottom for both storms were not as consistent as surface vs. middle layer. This 
indicated the complex dynamics of the bottom layer during a storm. For Hurricane Lili, the 
peak value was 40%. It indicated that the near surface speed can be 40% more than the speed 
at the bottom. The direction was identical during both storms, especially during the peak 
period of the storms. The smaller the values were in the Figure 64 (b) and (d), the more 
identical the current directions over the entire water column were.  
Klein (1996) discussed that a water column in deep water can be divided into three 
layers; a primarily wind-driven near-surface layer, a mid-depth layer with great directional 
variability, and a near-bottom layer with a strictly logarithmic current profile. His study was 
at water depth over 20 meters.  By examining the ADCP current profiles at CSI 3, during the 
fair-weather condition, the water column also can be subdivided into three layers. By 
analyzing the direction and speed variability from the profile in both Figure 60 and Figure 
63, the thickness of the top layer was approximately one meter. The middle layer had a large 
variability for both direction and speed, which extended from top downward to the first bin 
(0.6 m from bottom) ADCP can measure. The third layer was a near-bottom layer with a 
strictly logarithmic current profile. Because the first bin measured was at 62 cm above the 
bottom, this layer cannot be detected by the ADCP during the period the current speed was 
less than 0.4 m/s.  
When the currents exceeded 0.5 m/s, the thickness of the near bottom layer increased. 
This is evident in the current profile diagrams (Figures 61, 63 (bottom)) for both Tropical  
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Figure 64.  Current and direction variation at CSI 3. (a) surface speed vs. bottom speed, (b) 
surface direction vs. bottom direction, (c) surface direction vs. middle layer speed, (d) 
surface speed vs. middle layer direction. 
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Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili, showing that the logarithmic layer extended to near 
surface. Particularly, when the current speeds exceeded 1 m/s (Figure 63 (P,Q,R)), the 
current profile would be strictly a logarithmic current profile. But the top layer was still 
strongly influenced by the wind. Based on this strictly logarithmic current profile, boundary 
layers will be studied in the next section.  
5.3.3. Bottom Boundary Layer Parameters 
Understanding bottom boundary layer dynamics is important for studying sediment 
transport. As discussed previously, little research has been conducted for bottom boundary 
layer dynamics in the northern Gulf of Mexico because of the absence of field data during 
hurricanes.  The ADCP at CSI 3 recorded an entire time series of detailed current profiles for 
Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili. The research in this section attempts to explore 
the bottom boundary layer along the inner continental shelf off the Louisiana coast based on 
information provided by CSI 3. 
Respective 24 hours time series are plotted in Figures 61 and 63 for the passage of 
Isidore and Lili over CSI 3. The time selected for Isidore was from 18:00 UTC, September 
25th to 17:00 UTC, on September 26th. For Hurricane Lili, it was from 21:00 UTC on 
October 2nd of 2002 to 20:00 UTC on October 3rd.  The period selected covered the pre-
storm currents through post-storm currents.    Three parameters will be examined for bottom 
boundary layer response to the storms: the shear-velocity,  u* , bottom roughness, zo , and the 
drag coefficient cd.  
The bottom panels in Figure 60 (A-X) and Figure 63 (A-X) illustrate the current 
speed vs. water depth in logarithmic scale. The hourly current profiles show that with an 
increase of current speed, the logarithmic profile tended to a straight line in the bottom 
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portion of the curve. This indicates that the boundary layer extended upward with the 
increase of current speed. Currents in the near surface portion were still strongly influenced 
by wind and they did not follow the logarithmic profile. For Tropical Storm Isidore, between 
5:00 UTC to 15:00 UTC (Figure 60 (L-V)), the majority of logarithmic profiles showed these 
characteristics.  This phenomenon was extremely clear for Hurricane Lili when it passed over 
CSI 3 (Figure 63 (P,Q,R)). 
Because the current vs. water depth dur ing the storm was logarithmic, the method of 
semi- logarithmic velocity gradient was chosen to calculate the boundary layer parameters. As 
discussed in the method section, the relationship of current speed, water depth, shear velocity 
and bottom roughness can be expressed as follows: 
uuzz )/()(log)(log *01010 k+=   (5.3.3.1) 
where ? is von Karman’s constant, and equals to 0.4;  z0 is the roughness height and z the 
measured distance upward from the bottom; and u*  is shear velocity and u is the speed of 
current at z. 
The logarithmic current profile for both storms tended to be a straight line, therefore, 
this straight line, obtained using the least-square linear regression can be expressed to fit the 
actual measured points (Hsu, 1998). Therefore, equation 5.3.3.1 can be expressed by the 
following linear equation: 
XaaY 10 +=   (5.3.3.2) 
where Y=log10(z0) or z0=eao  and a1=?/u*      or    u*=?/ a1 
Wright et al. (1997) discussed the criteria to use this method and to calculate the 
boundary layer parameters. Two conditions should be met for the calculation: (1) currents at 
different elevations had to exhibit the same direction within ± 10 degrees, (2) at least 3 points 
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must fall on a log profile with R2>0.98, where R is the correlation coefficient of linear 
regression. For acquiring confident results of boundary layer parameters in this dissertation, 
the R square and direction variation in the profile was examined using selecting 8 vertical 
current points (up to 3.07 meters from the bottom) for both storms.   
The drag coefficient is the number that describes the complex dependencies of drag 
on the bed forms and flow conditions.  It was calculated using the following formula: 
2
* )/( topuuCd =   (5.3.3.3) 
where u* is the shear velocity and utop is the current speed at the top layer within boundary 
layer. 
For examining the boundary layer, 19 hours for Tropical Storm Isidore and 13 hours 
for Hurricane Lili were selected.  During Hurricane Lili, the period that meets the criteria 
mentioned above is from 10:00 UTC at which the center of the eye was 60 km south 
southeast of CSI 3, to 15:00 UTC two hours after landfall where the center was located about 
60 km north of CSI 3. During this period, the variation of current direction was only 5 
degrees. The square of the correlation coefficient values, R2, from the generalized linear 
regressions are greater than 0.993 and reached 0.999 when the center passed over the station. 
The value started to decrease after 16:00 UTC. The bottom panel of Figure 65 shows the time 
series of R2  for Hurricane Lili.  
The currents for Tropical Storm Isidore were weaker than Hurricane Lili. The R2 
values were >0.85 during the storm passage except for 11:00 UTC on September 26th at 
which time the center of the storm had arrived in New Orleans. The top panel of Figure 65 
shows the time series of  R2 for Tropical Storm Isidore.  The data from Figures 61 and 63 
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shows that during Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore, the entire logarithmic current 
profile only occurred when the current speed increased over 0.5 m/s. By carefully examining  
 
 
Figure 65.  Square of R for least-square linear regression of current speed with the 
logarithmic water depth for T.S. Isidore (a) and H. Lili (b). 
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the feasibility of the semi- logarithmic method above for both storms at CSI 3, the shear-
velocity, u*, and bottom roughness, z0 ,values were acceptable during the storm passage for 
limited hours.  
For Tropical Storm Isidore, the period selected to examine the boundary layer 
parameters started from 3:00 UTC on September 26th, 2002 and ended at 17:00 UTC on the 
same day. It covered the time the storm approached the inner Louisiana continental shelf and 
made landfall. Figure 66 shows the calculated bottom roughness height, shear velocity and 
drag coefficient at CSI 3 during this period.  During most of the period, the value of the 
bottom roughness height is under 0.5 cm with a peak value of 1.7 cm which occurred at 7:00 
UTC on September 26th and correlated with the landfall of the eye. The value at 17:00 UTC 
was higher, but the R2  value was very low. The shear velocity ranged between 1 and 6 cm/s, 
and  reached a maximum value of 5.6 at 7:00 UTC.  The majority of drag coefficient values 
were less than 0.002, and the peak was 0.004, and occurred at the same time as the peak 
occurred for shear velocity. The drag coefficient displayed a similar pattern for shear 
velocity.   
Figure 67 shows the bottom roughness, shear velocity and drag coefficient during 
Hurricane Lili. With the storm approaching CSI 3, the shear velocity started to increase. At 
10:00 UTC on October 3rd, 2002, it reached 6 cm/s and reached a maximum of 12.4 cm/s  
when the surge peaked at 15:00 UTC. After that, the value started to decrease rapidly. By 
17:00, it had dropped to 1.2 cm/s. During this period, the bottom roughness ranged up to 1.1 
cm. Experiments indicate that zo = d/30 (Forristall et al., 1977), where d is the scale of the 
bottom roughness elements. Therefore, during Hurricane Lili is passage, at CSI 3, the general 
bottom roughness elements were on the order of 33 cm. However, the bottom roughness  
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Figure 66. Bottom roughness (a), shear velocity (b) and drag coefficient (c) during Tropical 
Storm Isidore at CSI 3. 
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Figure 67. Bottom roughness (a), shear velocity (b) and drag coefficient (c) calculated from 
Hurricane Lili at CSI 3. 
 
 
 
a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c 
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behaved strangely at 15:00 UTC. Forristall et al. (1977) noticed a similar situation for 
Tropical Storm Delia. He explained that the theory of relationship of roughness height and 
roughness element was developed for stationary conditions. The maximum value of  shear 
velocity occurred 2 hours after Lili crossed the station. This may contribute to the high 
turbidity within the water body at CSI 3.   
Drag coefficient s during the passage of Hurricane Lili ranged from 0.002 to 0.004 
and maximum values before storm arrival, decreasing rapidly after the storm passed.   Table 
14 summarizes boundary layer parameters, associated hydrodynamic and meteorological data 
for Tropical Storm Isidore at CSI 3. The water level was below the mean level throughout the 
time series. The parameters in the shaded row represent when the storm made landfall. The 
majority of information in this row was affected by storm landfall, when the R2 was 0.994. 
All the major bottom boundary layer parameters reached a peak, and compared with the 
previous hour and next hour, wind and wave data showed minor reductions. Barometric 
pressure and surface current showed only a slight increase and significant water level set-
down occurred.   
Table 15 shows the same parameters for Hurricane Lili. The shaded row represents 
the time at which the hurricane made landfall. The peak values of boundary layer parameters 
were observed within two hours after landfall.  These peak values (6-12 cm/s) were 
compatible with the values ( 4-15 cm/s) studied by Forristal et al. in 1977 for Tropical Storm 
Delia along the Texas and Louisiana border. The values during the storm are much higher 
than the values during fair weather conditions, which was found by other researchers to be 
less than 1 cm/s (Writer, 1997).  This finding is significant for further investigation of 
sediment re-suspension during a storm event. 
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Table 14. Boundary layer parameters with associated hydrodynamics and meteorological information at CSI 3 for Tropical Storm Isidore.   
  
Hour 
9/26/02 
(UTC) 
 
Signific
ant Wave 
Height 
(m) 
Peak 
Period 
(second) 
Sustain 
Wind 
Speed 
(m/s) 
Wind 
Gust 
(m/s) 
Wind 
Direction 
(from) 
Surge 
(m)* 
Pressure 
(mb) 
Surface 
Current 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Current 
Direction 
(To) 
u* 
(cm/s)  
Z0/1000 Cd/1000 
 
R2 
4 0.97 3.9 12.31 15.60 5 -0.04 994.2 0.79 157 1.5 0.02 0.77 0.875 
5 0.99 4.0 12.35 16.90 358 -0.12 993.4 0.72 143 2.2 0.04 0.94 0.870 
6  0.95 4.2 13.68 20.07 354 -0.17 992.3 0.76 143 3.2 0.84 1.99 0.961 
7 ** 0.86 4.0 13.28 18.21 352 -0.22 992.4 0.87 139 5.6 17.21 5.10 0.994 
8 0.90 4.0 17.27 22.03 343 -0.18 991.9 0.80 131 2.6 0.14 1.29 0.956 
9*** 0.87 3.9 19.23 22.99 345 -0.22 991.7 0.87 137 3.6 0.89 2.15 0.942 
10 0.92 4.0 18.19 22.78 341 -0.22 992.1 0.82 133 2.4 0.04 1.14 0.982 
11 0.89 3.8 17.08 20.50 331 -0.24 992.5 0.72 127 2.4 0.05 1.24 0.479 
12 0.91 3.7 16.65 20.91 330 -0.24 993.4 0.81 128 2.6 0.07 1.14 0.978 
13 0.79 3.8 16.39 19.93 322 -0.33 994.1 0.83 130 3.0 0.29 1.42 0.919 
14 0.81 3.7 15.81 20.03 324 -0.41 994.6 0.84 128 3.4 1.81 2.32 0.960 
15 0.75 3.6 14.94 18.29 323 -0.44 995.4 0.86 125 4.1 6.20 3.44 0.985 
16 0.63 3.6 13.94 17.15 322 -0.41 996.2 0.70 117 2.7 0.75 2.03 0.553 
17 0.57 3.6 13.83 16.86 320 -0.35 996.8 0.51 115 3.3 20.14 6.05 0.160 
* Base water level based on the average mean water depth in July and August 2002 which is 4.959 m. This value includes the tide. 
** Isidore entered continental slope. 
*** Isidore tack at closest location to this station. 
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Table 15. Boundary layer parameters with associated hydrodynamics and meteorological information at CSI 3 for Hurricane Lili.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time 
10/3/02  
(UTC) 
Significant 
Wave 
Height 
(m) 
 
Peak 
Period 
(second) 
Sustained 
wind 
speed 
(m/s) 
Wind 
Gust 
(m/s) 
Wind 
Direction 
(from) 
Surge 
(m)  
Pressure 
(mb) 
Surface 
Current 
Velocity 
(m/s) 
Current 
Direction 
(To) 
u* 
(cm/s) 
z0/1000 Cd/1000 R2 
9:00  1.69 12.8 26.7 33.00 51 0.06 991.2 0.84 258 3.3 0.7 1.55 0.982 
10:00  2.04 4.7 28.0 36.53 59 0.26 987.8 1.03 290 6.2 6.7 3.64 0.994 
11:00  2.35 4.6 32.3 40.53 64 0.49 982.4 1.10 293 7.1 9.5 4.13 0.993 
12:00  2.77 4.7 30.7 37.45 96 0.85 975.1 1.45 307 8.3 3.7 3.26 0.998 
13:00*  2.80 6.1 27.8 34.61 116 1.32 962.2 1.77 318 11.2 11.1 3.98 0.999 
14:00  2.30 7.1 26.4 33.49 197 1.61 963.8 1.50 337 9.0 7.7 3.56 0.999 
15:00  2.42 5.8 19.4 23.97 226 1.83 982.4 1.07 334 12.4 153.1 13.65 0.997 
16:00 2.34 8.5 19.0 23.10 226 1.59 989.5 0.78 318 4.2 3.3 3.54 0.910 
17:00 2.12 8 20.7 26.61 228 1.44 994.4 0.39 339 1.2 0.0 0.09 0.874 
* Lili passed over station CSI 3 
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As discussed previously, Lili was a compact symmetric storm in the central Gulf of 
Mexico and retained its compactness during landfall. The “perfect” logarithmic current 
profile associated with the center of Hurricane Lili may relate to the radius of maximum 
wind. By examining the time series of current profiles with the distances to the center of 
Hurricane Lili in more detail, is was established that the “perfect” logarithmic profiles (R2 
>0.99) were related to the radius of maximum wind (Rw). As calculated in section 5.2.3,  the 
radius of maximum winds when Hurricane Lili was near by CSI 3, ranged from 34-50 km. 
This result indicated that the near perfect logarithmic current profile occurred within 1-2 
times of Rw.  
5.3.4. Storm Surge 
 
During Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili, water level fluctuation varied from 
place to place. Combining USGS water level stations with WAVCIS data, spatial and 
temporal fluctuations in water level were examined.  
Figure 68 shows water level change for WAVCIS stations. Storm surge levels 
observed at CSI 3 for Hurricane Lili were steady until at 12:00 UTC on October 2nd, 2002, 
when the water level started to fall due to the wind and south west current. At 22:00 UTC on 
October 2nd, water level started to increase when the initial phases of storm surge were 
monitored. The maximum storm surge developed within 16 hours and reached in a value of 
1.4 meters at 15:00 October 3rd, 2 hours after the storm passed over. The peak surge was 
maintained for several hours and by 00:00 UTM on October 4th, had diminished. 
Storm surge was initially detected at CSI 6 and CSI 5, at 20:00 UTC and 23:00 UTC 
respectively. Storm surge reached a maximum of 0.9 meter at 9:00 UTC at station CSI 5.  
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Figure 68. Time series of water level fluctuation at CSI 3 (a), CSI 5 (b), CSI 6 (c) and       
CSI 11 (d). 
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Unfortunately, the underwater cable was broken after 6:00 UTC at CSI 6 and no data was 
recovered.   The surge at CSI 5 fell rapidly and diminished at 21:00 UTC on October 3rd, and 
in less than 24 hours, surge levels had completely disappeared.  In Terrebonne Bay, at CSI 
11, water level started to increase at 23:00 UTC, similar to CSI 5, but took two more hours to 
reach the maximum surge of 1.26 meters at 11:00 UTC.  Surge decreased slower at CSI 11 
than the stations offshore taking 4 more hours to return to normal levels.  
Figure 69 shows the water level change from NOAA CO-OPS water level stations 
along the Louisiana coast.  The location of these stations can be referenced on the track map 
(Figure 36). Both Grand Isle and South Pass stations were located on the right side of the 
storm tracks, and for both storms, they measured up to 1 m of surge. The left (west) side of  
the stations, Lake Charles and Calcasieu Pass, showed water level set-down.  During 
 Hurricane Lili, the Calcasieu Pass station had near 0.5 m of water set-down. Figure 70 
shows the spatial variation in surge measured form WAVCIS stations during Hurricane Lili 
and Tropical Storm Isidore.  For Hurricane Lili, the surge decreased from 1.4 meters at CSI 3 
to 0.3 meters at CSI 06. For Tropical Storm Isidore, at CSI 3, the water level set down at a 
value of approximately 0.5 m. Other stations experienced a slight setup in water level.    
An opportunity for testing the traditionally used surge calculation method was 
provided as the center of Hurricane Lili passed over CSI 3. Jelesnianski proposed a method 
using nomograms to estimate surge for a coastal region along the Gulf coast  (Jelesnianski, 
1972). His method used nomograms which simplifies the numerical surge model for  coastal 
regions of the United States.  It was used to determine a peak coastal surge for any landfall 
tropical storms in a restricted area. The first nomogram  requires two cyclone parameters: 
radius of maximum winds and pressure drop. These two arguments give  preliminary values 
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Figure 69. Time series of water level fluctuation at USGS water level stations South Pass (a), 
Grand isle (b), Lake Charles (c) and Calcasieu Pass (d). 
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Figure 70. Spatial variation of storm surge for Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane Lili 
measured from WAVCIS stations. 
 
 
of storm surge for a standard tropical storm moving perpendicular to the coast (Figure 71).  
Near the coast, because the shoaling fact and the angle of approach for the hurricane, more 
factors were considered in his model. Jelesnianski developed two more nomograms to 
account for these factors. Figure 72 shows the shoaling factor along the gulf of Mexico coast. 
From Figure 73, the correction factor due the angle of coast and hurricane approach can be 
found. Therefore, the surge along the coast can be expressed as follow: 
Sp=SIFSFM    (5.3.4.1) 
Spatial Variation of Storm Surge 
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 where Sp is the surge along the coast, and  SI is the peak open ocean surge, FS  is a shoaling 
factor, and FM is a correction factor for storm motion. These factors can be solved using a 
nomograph. 
Figure 71 shows the relationship between radius of maximum winds, peak surge, 
pressure drop and wind speed on the open coast. Entering arguments are pressure drop and 
radius of maximum winds. The maximum winds are valid for a 10-min average at a 10 m 
elevation for a stationary cyclone over water. The curves were computed for standard tropical 
cyclone motion across a standard basin. 
Barometric pressure during Hurricane Lili dropped 52 mb. The radius of maximum 
wind, calculated in a previous section, ranged from 33 to 52 km. The average va lue around 
CSI 3 was 40.5 km which is approximately 25 miles. Using this diagram (Figure 71), during 
the peak of Hurricane Lili, the peak surge SI resolved was approximately 3.4 meters and was 
assumed in the open ocean. Near the coast, several factors needed to be considered. 
Jelesnianski developed two other nomograms which considers a shoaling factor and the 
approaching angle between the hurricane track and shoreline. Figure 72 shows the shoaling 
factor for the Gulf of Mexico. Between Cameron and Grand Isle, the value FS ranges from 
1.0 to 1.9. The average value of 1.5 was used for this project. Another factor is the approach 
angle (Figure 73). This factor depends on the angle and the speed of hurricane movement. At  
CSI 3, the speed was approximately 27 kilometers/hour (calculated from the 30 meter 
isobaths to shoreline). Between 20 and 140 degrees, this value has small variability and FM 
ranges from 0.9 – 1.1. Therefore, the surge can be calculated and it ranged from 4.5-5.5 
meters. Using the same method, the surge at other locations were also calculated (Table 16). 
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Figure 71. Nomogram for peak surge on the open coast (from Jelesnianski).  
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Figure 72. Nomogram of shoaling correction factors for the Gulf coast of the USA (from 
Jelesnianski). 
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Figure 73. Nomogram of correction factors against vector tropical cyclone motion (from 
Jelesnianski). 
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Table 16. Comparison of theoretical surge and measured surge. 
Station Atmospheric 
Pressure drop 
(mb) 
Surge without 
correction SI  
(m) 
Shoaling 
factor 
FS 
 
Motion 
factor 
FM 
Surge with 
shoaling 
correction 
(m) 
Measured 
Surge  
(m) 
CSI 3 52 3-3.4 1.6 0.9-1.1 4.5-5.5 1.4 
CSI 5 14 0.91 0.8 0.9-1.1 0.65-0.8 0.9 
CSI 11 18.5 1.22 0.8 0.9-1.1 0.9-1.1 1.3 
 
 
The results show at CSI 3, that the surge calculated from this model is much higher 
than the value measured at the same location. Reasonable values are derived from locations 
not on the storm track. Several factors may cause the significant difference of surge at CSI 3. 
One is the very unique muddy inner shelf which may have attenuated not only waves (Stone 
et al., 2003), but also the surge. The other factor may be the complicated shoreline 
configuration with low flat wetlands behind the shoreline. The latter may play a role as a 
water reservoir for absorbing surge. A third factor may be attributed to the nomogram model 
itself in that it may not be applicable to the western Louisiana coast. Further research should 
be conducted on this topic in the future with more in situ and numerical surge models.    
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
WAVCIS is a new ocean observation program offshore coastal Louisiana. It is 
rapidly expanding with the support of local and federal government agencies, industry and 
research institutes. The benefits from this program pertain to scientific research and societal 
coastal applications. A very clear overview of offshore conditions using the web GIS can be 
shown when users interact with the real time measurement information and different scaled 
maps. This provides seamless, multiple data sources with different resolutions and spatial 
extents for the needs of different user groups within one interface. A major benefit of a real-
time oceanographic data collection program is that it provides a first order check on the data 
quality and sensor operation thereby preventing a long time period of data. 
WAVCIS is a state-of-the-art monitoring program. With the assistance of ArcIMS 
technology, it can integrate information from multiple data sources and provide a wide range 
of GIS capabilities via the Internet. Thus, it makes possible the creation of a collaborative 
offshore monitoring system from multiple agencies that connect users with both data and 
service. The unique information, and tools provided by WAVCIS on the web can assist in 
decision making for government agencies on a real time basis. 
WAVCIS is run by coastal research scientists and used extensively by scientists and 
engineers. The data also have social significance and management uses, where the 
information provided by the system is especially critical during catastrophic storm events. 
During Hurricane Lili, the WAVCIS web page which displayed real-time data received over 
30,000 hits per day.  The system gave coastal planners and emergency relief agencies more 
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notice than ever before to prepare for the potentially deadly effects of this hurricane along the 
low-lying areas of Louisiana. 
Documented users of WAVCIS are from all over the world and include coastal 
scientists for basic coastal science research, naval oceanographic operations for verifying 
their numerical model verification, state emergency preparedness for hurricane evacuation 
decision-making, offshore industries for daily operations, and a vast number of fishermen 
and recreational interests.  
The scientific benefit can be understood by the interpretation of high quality data sets 
presented here. It is the first time ever in Louisiana history that waves, currents and 
meteorological information were accessed in real time for a hurricane in the Gulf. By 
examining the data measured during Hurricane Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore, the spatial 
and temporal variation of storms has been further explored. Significant conclusions from the 
study can be summarized as follows: 
For the same storm, the wave energy in Terrebonne Bay is much lower than in the 
offshore area, because the shallow water and the barrier islands efficiently prevent most 
swells from entering the bay. Offshore, the area south of Vermilion was exposed to lower 
wave energy than the area south of the Timbalier Islands. The wider inner shelf combined 
with sediment composed of more than 74% clay along Vermillion attenuated the higher wave 
energy.  
The wave spectrum at CSI 3 showed a very interesting phenomenon during Hurricane 
Lili and Tropical Storm Isidore. The Bi-spectra were exhibited during Tropical Storm Isidore 
where because CSI 3 was located on the left side of the storm track, the high frequency wind-
driven waves from the north and the low frequency waves from offshore were clearly 
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separated in respective frequency domains. To our knowledge, this has never been 
demonstrated before. Hurricane Lili was a fast moving storm and the wind-driven waves and 
swells arrived at CSI 3 almost simultaneously. The spectrum exhibited on entire frequency 
range. CSI 3 also detected waves generated by a storm at the entrance of the Gulf of Mexico. 
Such waves traveled to the Louisiana coast within 30 hours. 
From the spectrum distribution with time, another phenomenon was detected. Longer 
period waves tended to survive longer in the space domain, and shorter in the time domain 
resulting in the spectrum evolution diagram showing a pronounced “V” shape. Directiona l 
spectra showed the swell direction was almost from the south no mater where the storm track 
was located. This indicated the direction of swell propagation had refracted perpendicular to 
the shoreline at the -5 m contour line.       
    Information obtained from WAVCIS stations also showed significant differences in 
hydrodynamics when the storm passed the continental slope and encountered the shelf. The 
information from CSI 3 exhibited a rapid increase in current speed for both Hurricane Lili 
and Tropical Storm Isidore as they traversed the continental slope. 
 The radius of maximum wind (Rw) was estimated when Hurricane Lili approached 
the Louisiana coast. Before the system made landfall, Rw ranged from 33-40 kilometers 
whereas after landfall, it increased to 52 kilometers.  The data from both storms also showed 
the duration of the storm had a stronger impact on the sea surface temperature than the 
strength of the storm. The variation of sea surface temperature along the western inner shelf 
and bay was much larger than offshore along the south-central coast.   
 At CSI 3, for Tropical Storm Isidore, the peak surface current and bottom current 
speeds were 0.87 m/s and 0.59 m/s respectively occurring at the time when the eye of 
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Tropical Storm Isidore was at the location closest to CSI 3. While the eye of Hurricane Lili 
was located over CSI 3, the maximum surface current  and near bottom current reached 1.7 
m/s and 1.1 m/s respectively. The current direction was identical through the entire water 
column flowing to the northwest. Currents in the water column exhibited perfect logarithmic 
profiles with the R2 square greater than 0.99. This perfect logarithmic profile was related to 
the radius of maximum wind which occurred within a distance of 1-2Rw during the passage 
of Hurricane Lili. 
 Boundary layer parameters were estimated from the logarithmic profiles. During the 
storms, the shear-velocity increased dramatically. During the peak of Hurricane Lili, it 
reached 13 cm/s, whereas the maximum value of shear-velocity at CSI 3 for Tropical Storm 
Isidore was approximately 6 cm/s. Over 99.4 % of sediment on the sea bed at CSI 3 is silt 
and clay.  Clays account for 74 % of the sediment. This material makes the boundary layer 
hydrodynamics more complex because of the cohesive properties.   
 Storm surge during Hurricane Lili at CSI 3 was 1.4 meters. Using the method 
proposed by Jelesnianski (1972), the surge was calculated to be 5 meters. This may result 
from the complicated Louisiana shoreline and interior wetlands serving as a buffer to absorb 
energy during the period of the hurricane. The measured values and estimated value showed 
better agreement south of the Timbalier Bay area.  
Further research includes optimizing the WAVCIS database structure and integration 
of real-time data from the third party with WAVCIS data using GIS.  With the acquisition of 
more storm data, more accurate and detail spatial and temporal characteristics of waves, 
currents, surges and bottom boundary layer dynamic as well as meteorological patterns 
related to the storm should be conducted in the future.  
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